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Tufts University and New England Medical Center

Facilities Master Plan 1982 - 1992

Executive Summary

Tufts University (Health Sciences Campus) and New England Medical

Center have prepared an update of their Facilities Master Plan. The

report begins with a summary of major facility changes that have been made

since the development of the 1968 Joint Master Plan of the two

institutions. The goals and objectives guiding Master Plan Development

for the two institutions are described. The report then focuses on the

facilities changes that are planned for the next ten years: 1982 - 1992.

Chapter One: Introduction

The Tufts Health Sciences Schools and New England Medical Center are

located in the South Cove area of Boston, adjacent to Chinatown and the

Theater District and a short distance from the intersection of two major

highways entering Boston from the West, North and South. Over 8,000

faculty, staff, and students work and study at Tufts and New England

Medical Center, which together comprise one of the major academic health

centers in the City of Boston.

The Health Sciences Campus is one of the three locations of Tufts

University. The main campus in Medford is the site of the liberal arts

undergraduate and graduate programs, and the Grafton campus is the site of

the large animal veterinary facilities. A major focus cf the educational

programs for the Health Sciences Schools is the network of associated

hospital programs serving as teaching sites for the clinical years. New

England Medical Center, a U52-bed specialty referral hospital, also has

close educational and clinical relationships with many associated

hospitals and health centers throughout Massachusetts and the other New

England states.

1.
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Chapter Two: Chronology of Tufts _andNEMC Facility Master Plan

Development: 1968-1982

1. Several factors encouraged facility planning activities in the

mid-1 960*3:

(a) The establishment of a campus-wide Planning Office.

(b) The merger of the Boston Dispensary, the Boston Floating

Hospital, and the New England Center Hospital in 1965, to

form the New England Medical Center Hospitals (later

modified to New England Medical Center).

(c) The growing need of the Tufts University Medical and Dental

Schools for facility improvement and program consolidation.

2. The Architects Collaborative (TAC) of Cambridge prepared a Joint

Master Plan during the period of 1965-1968. The land use

proposed in the Plan was based on a Cooperation Agreement signed

in 1966 by Tufts-New England Medical Center and the Boston

Redevelopment Authority (BRA)

.

3. The 1968 Master Plan addressed Tufts and NEMC facilities

replacement and modernization in a comprehensive way, and

provided a phased-in process of renewal.

4. Stage 1A of the clinical facilities plan (now the Proger

Building) and the Dental Health Sciences Building were completed

in 1973. The new Tremont Street Parking Garage also opened that

year.

5. A revised version of 1968 Master Plan was submitted in 1974, the

same year that NEMC submitted its Determination of Need

application for the IB Project (now the New Floating Hospital

Building). This Project was finally approved in 1977 and
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construction was started in 1979. With this revision of the

Master Plan, a sizeable portion of land designated for our new

development was eliminated.

6. In 1977, planning for a new Tufts University School of Veterinary

Medicine began (first class in 1979) and a program was completed

for the proposed Health Sciences Education Building.

\

7. The U.S. Department of Agriculture was designated as the

developer of the new Human Nutrition Research Center in 1978.

Construction of this facility was started in 1980.

8. In 1982, Tufts received Federal funding award for Health Sciences

Education Building and NEMC received Determination of Need and

FHA approval for development of the Biewend Ambulatory Care

Center.

9. Formal dedication ceremonies were held in 1982 for the NEMC New

Floating Hospital Building and U.S.D.A. Human Nutrition Research

Center.

Chapter Three: Program Goals Guiding Facilities Master Plan Deyelopinentj

1982 - 1992

The central goal guiding the Facilities Master Plan update is the

commitment to continuing the present missions of the Tufts Health Sciences

Schools and New England Medical ''enter. These missions include the

provision of tertiary-level patient care services, excellence in research,

and a leadership role in service and education. Guided by these missions,

a review of program needs in relation to existing facilities was conducted

by both institutions. This review led to the development of the following

program and facility goals:
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1. Renovation, modernization and replacement of existing facilities

in order to continue our present missions.

2. Development of modern educational and library facilities equipped

with state-of-the-art information management and technology.

3. Development of innovative research programs in cancer,

nutrition,and cardiovascular disease in response to national

priorities.

4. Development of improved management strategies, and expanded

support for clinical and basic science research.

5. Expansion and improvement of community and public areas,

including pedestrian walks, plazas and commercial shops.

6. Expansion of parking facilities for patients, visitors, faculty,

staff, and students.

7. Joint development of housing sites for families in the community,

students and employees.

Chapter Four: Chrpnplpgy. 9? Planned Facility Changes: 1982 - 1992

1. The following changes are planned to take place in 1982-1985:

NEMC • Completion of Biewend Ambulatory Care Center and Shuffle Space

components of the Clinical Facilities Replacement Plan. The

Shuffle Space projects address the reuse of space vacated by

services moving into the New Floating and the Biewend ACC

buildings. These projects accomplish the goal of centralizing

and consolidating critical care and ambulatory services.
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• Beginning of construction of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

facility and Tunnel Building. NMR is a new diagnostic

procedure that significantly improves diagnostic accuracy and

is a high priority for acquisition and installation in 1985.

The Tunnel building is proposed to be located in the

underground area between the Human Nutrition Research Center

and the New Floating Hospital Building. It will provide space

for a direct interior connection between the two buildings for

movement of supplies, staff and patients, as well as space for

NEMC support functions.

Tufts • Completion of Health Sciences Education Building. This

Building will contain the University's Health Sciences

Library, information management and dissemination

technologies, microfilm and audiovisual services, document

center, auditoria, classrooms, and administrative offices,

• Renovation of Boston School of Occupational Therapy space for

biomedical research space.

\Mve^'

Renovations of the 15 and 35 Kneeland Street Buildings. The

15 Kneeland Street Building will provide much needed research

space, with a special focus on multi-disciplinary projects.

The 35 Kneeland Street Building will provide space for

administrative offices displaced from Tufts and NEMC buildings

because of other facility developments addressed in this

Master Plan.

2. The following changes are planned to take place in 1986-1992:

V.
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NEMC • Completion of NMR and Tunnel Buildings.

• Construction of 1C Building, which will include a new

Emergency Room (E.R.) and replacement of beds. The present

Emergency Room is located in the Rehabilitation Building which

is quite remote from the buildings which house the acute care

services. A major goal is the replacement of the functionally

outmoded nursing units currently located in the

Pratt-Farnsworth Buildings.

Centralized support services and a new main entrance are also

included in the 1C Building plan. The proposed main entrance

will be located at the intersection of the Proger Building,

the New Floating Building, and the planned 1C Building, which

together form the nucleus of the Mew England Medical Center.

The 1C Building will be constructed in two phases. Phase I /

will begin in 1986 and will include: (a) services now located

where Phase II of 1C will be built; (b) several floors of

parking to replace surface parking spaces lost due to

development on the campus. Phase II will be constructed in

1987-1989 and will include the Emergency Room, replacement

beds, psychiatry beds, radiology, and support services.

Tufts • Completion of space reallocation as a result of occupancy of

Health Sciences Education Building. This project will address

the reuse of space vacated by departments moving into the new

HSEB.

• Construction of the Posner Lot Research Building, including

commercial space on the ground floor and 11 floors of

Veterinary School teaching and research, central animal

facility, and basic science research labs.
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• Infill Building space allocation. The Infill Building, to be

located in the space between the South Cove and M&V Buildings,

will consolidate Basic Science Departments and provide a

warehouse and loading dock core for the four existing

buildings. This facility will provide needed, contiguous

space for crowded research areas in the surrounding buildings

as well as modern facilities for materials management and

storage.

3. Proposed site amenities and community areas for the campus

include the following:

• Campus boulevard along Harrison Avenue.

• Posner Plaza between Posner Hall and new research building.

• HSEB courtyard opening off Harrison Avenue.

• Pedestrian route from Tremont Street to Tyler Street.

• Roof terraces on new buildings facing Tyler Street.

• Floating Hospital Plaza between the Nutrition Building and the

Floating Hospital.

• Alternative plans for recreation facilities are being

explored, including development of an athletic center on top

of the Dental Building.

4. The Master Plan identifies several sites for new street level

commercial development, including 15 and 35 Kneeland Street and

the new Posner Research Building.
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5. The on-going process for joint Tufts, NEMC, and community

development of new housing sites is discussed. One of the

options being explored is the conversion of soon-to-be-vacated

garment factory buildings into housing units.

6. The Master Plan describes the plans being explored to supplement

parking spaces to be available on campus during the next ten

years. Several options offsite are being investigated, including

renting additional spaces and building a new parking garage south

of the Massachusetts Turnpike.

Chapter Five: Summary and Conclusion

This chapter presents a summary of the major points in the Joint

Facilities Master Plan, and discusses how the first stages of the

1982-1992 Master Plan will be implemented.







1. INTRODUCTION

New England Medical Center and Tufts University have prepared an update

of their Facilities Master Plan for the ten year period from 1982 to

1992. This report also summarizes the major events that have occurred

since the development of the 1968 Joint Master Plan of the two

institutions. The Master Plan update has been developed for submission

to the Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA) and for discussions with

interested community groups.

The Tufts Health Sciences Schools and New England Medical Center are

located in the South Cove area of Boston, adjacent to Chinatown and the

Theater District and a short distance from the South Station Railroad

complex (Exhibit 1.1). As shown in Exhibit 1.2, the Tufts and New

England Medical Center (NEMC) campus is also situated at the junction

of the Massachusetts Turnpike and the Southeast Expressway, two major

highways entering Boston from the West, North, and South.

Tufts and the New England Medical Center comprise one of the major

academic health centers in the City of Boston. Over 8,000 faculty,

staff, and students work and study on the campus. The Tufts University

Health Sciences Schools located here include the Medical School, Dental

School, Veterinary Medicine School, and the Sackler School of Graduate

Biomedical Sciences. Also part of the Tufts Health Sciences complex is

the U.S.D.A. Human Nutrition Research Center. In addition to its

Boston campus. Tufts University also has a campus in Grafton, which

houses the large animal clinical facilities of the Veterinary Medicine

1.1
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program, and the University campus in Medford which is the site for the

Liberal Arts undergraduate and graduate programs as well as the School

of Engineering, the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy and the School

of Nutrition. A major aspect of the educational programs for the

Health Sciences Schools is the network of associated hospitals serving

as teaching sites for the clinical years. This network includes major

clinical facilities throughout Boston and its suburbs as well as

hospitals and medical centers in Western Massachusetts and Rhode

Island. The Angell Memorial Hospital in Jamaica Plain serves as the

small animal facility for the Veterinary School. Our program in

Gerontology is based at the St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Brighton.

New England Medical Center is a 452-bed referral center specializing in

the diagnosis and treatment of serious illnesses in patients of all

ages. The Medical Center is composed of several institutions with a

long tradition of excellence in health care. These health care

institutions. The Boston Dispensary, Boston Floating Hospital, and

Pratt Diagnostic Clinic/New England Center Hospital were consolidated

in 1965 as the New England Medical Center Hospitals (later modified to

the New England Medical Center)

.

The Tufts Health Sciences Schools and New England Medical Center also

have close relationships with many hospitals and programs throughout

Massachusetts and the other New England states. These linkages help to

provide a clinical and educational environment that is noted for its

excellence in patient care, education, and research.

The present facilities and buildings of the Tufts Boston campus and New

England Medical Center are described in detail in Appendix 1 . This

update of the Facilities Master Plan contains four subsequent chapters.

Chapter Two includes a chronology of facilities development events from

1968 through the present, and describes the evolutionary nature of our

planning process. The 1968 Master Plan for New England Medical Center

1.2
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and the Tufts University Health Sciences Schools, and the land use plan

agreed to by the BRA in 1966, are outlined in this chapter.

Chapter Three presents the program goals which have guided the

development of the Facilities Master Plan for 1982-1992. This chapter

addresses long-term goals of Tufts University and New England Medical

Center m areas such as research, education, patient care, community

development, and parking.

Chapter Four includes a detailed description of changes planned in

facilities in the next ten years at the Tufts Health Sciences Campus

and New England Medical Center. Each contemplated project is described

in terms of its need, function, and design, including all planning

details that are available at the present time.

Finally, Chapter Five presents a summary and conclusion of the Master

Plan, and discusses the implementation of the first stages of the

1982-1992 Master Plan.

1.7
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2. CHRONOLOGY OF TUFTS AND NEMO
FACILITY MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT
1968-1982

2.1 OVERVIEW OF THE CAMPUS

An important step toward the development of the integrated Master Plan

for New England Medical Center and the Tufts Health Sciences Schools in

1968 was the establishment of a campus-wide Planning Office in 1961.

Under the direction of urban planner Hermann Field, this Planning

Office was active in the development of many studies addressing a wide

range of development issues.

Another major factor which catalyzed facility planning activities was

the consolidation of clinical facilities in 1965, noted above, into the

current New England Medical Center. The momentum of the merger,

combined with the growing interest of the Tufts University Medical and

Dental Schools in improving their facilities, led in 1965 to a major

commitment by the several institutions to begin the development of a

Joint Master Plan.

The Architects Collaborative (TAC) of Cambridge was selected in 1965 to

lead the preparation of this Joint Master Plan. Using the proposals

and studies developed by the Tufts-New England Medical Center Planning

Office, The Architects Collaborative (TAC) developed a comprehensive

plan for the replacement and development of the campus facilities.

2.1
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Two events during the three-year period of the Master Plan's

preparation were critical to the development process. The signing of a

Cooperation Agreement on January 17, 1966, between the Boston

Redevelopment Authority (BRA) and the Tufts-New England Medical Center

represented an event of singular importance in defining our boundaries

for growth and development. This Agreement, and the Supplement to it

(dated December 20, 1968; see Appendix 2), provided for the

acquisition, relocation, site clearance by the Boston Redevelopment

Authority of certain designated parcels of land within the South Cove

Urban Renewal Area and the sale of such parcels to Tufts-New England

Medical Center for development. Another key element in our planning

process occurred in 1967 when approval was granted by the Public

Improvement Commission for the air rights over Washington Street.

The general planning assumptions which guided Master Plan development

during this period (1965-1968) were as follows:

• The plan should address facility replacement and modernization

in a comprehensive way, providing a jAiased-in process of

renewal.

• The boundaries of the campus were Tremont, Stuart/Kneeland,

Tyler, and Oak Streets.

• Clear pedestrian routes through the campus, as well as open

spaces for public areas would be an essential element in our

planning.

• Financially feasible commercial space would be developed on the

lower levels of new buildings.

• Adequate arrangements for parking would be identified.

2.2
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The chronology of events which followed the completion of the 1968

Joint Master Plan are sunmarized below.

Chronology

1968 Completion of Master Plan by TAC for Tufts University and

New England Medical Center. The proposed development plan

included the following phases and stages:

Stage I: NEMC 1A Building
(now called Proger)

Tufts' Dental Health Science Building

Tufts' Health Sciences Education
Building - Part I

NEMC's IB Building

Tower Addition

NEMC's 1C Building

Stage II: Tufts' Education Building - Part II

Student Housing Development (continued)

NEMC's Stage II Building and Tower

The program for each of the hospital buildings was planned to

have patient care areas located on four levels. The first and

second levels were to have ambulatory care facilities,

diagnostic radiology, and operating suites. The third and

fourth levels would contain inpatient beds. The plan was for

2.3
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the four patient floors to be constructed over commercial space,

cinemas, restaurants, and pedestrian areas located at street

level. Underground parking and service access would also be

included in the development (see attached Exhibit 2.1).

The program for the University was designed to address the

serious space needs in terms of both educational facilities and

library space. A new facility (HSEB Parts I and II) would be

designed to house an expanded and modern library facility for

use by the Health Sciences Schools as well as the New England

Medical Center. This new facility would also house the

educational spaces for use by both Health Sciences Schools

(Medical and Dental). The new Dental Health Sciences Building

would provide expanded and modernized facilities for laboratory

and technical education of dental students including patient

care clinics with renovated facilities for faculty and staff

services. All of the current activities and responsibilities of

the Dental School would be consolidated under one roof with the

required technical resources to support both educational and

patient care activities.

The decision was made by Tufts University and New England

Medical Center in 1968 to proceed with the initial phases of the

Master Plan: the hospital's 1A Building (Proger) and the Tufts

Dental Health Science Building.

1968 Beginning of construction of the hospital's 1A Building (lower

level for Radiotherapy)

.

1969 Purchase of South Cove Building by Tufts University for

expansion of research, teaching and administrative space.

1970 Beginning of construction of Tufts Dental Building. Revision of

1968 Master Plan to change the location of the first Health

2.4
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Sciences Education Building (Part I) from the Oak Street area to

the current site adjacent to the Medical School Buildings. The

major reasons for this change, as outlined in the planning

report published in 1970, were the convenience of the site to

other educational and hospital buildings, and the anticipated

problems if a new education building were built as far down

Harrison Avenue as originally planned.

1971 Beginning of construction of Tremont Street garage, completed in

1972. This project represented the first major step in

addressing the serious parking problems in the area. The hopes

of planners in the early 1960's, that public transportation

would be improved and would eliminate the need for increased

parking, did not materialize adequately. The need for the 950

parking spaces built in the new garage on Tremont Street had

been established in the 1968 Master Plan.

1973 Opening of NEMC 1A (Proger) Building and Tufts Dental Health

Sciences Building, the first phases of the 1968 Master Plan.

1974 Revised version of the 1968 Master Plan submitted by Tufts and

the New England Medical Center to the BRA. The revised plan

included four phases:

2.7
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Proposed

Time Frame

(1) Construct Proger, Dental Health Sciences

Buildings, and Tremont St. Garage. 1968-1972

(2) Construct IB Building (New Floating),

renovate Biewend Building, convert Old

Floating to research facility, develop

surface parking and landscaping along

Washington Street. 1973-1978

(3) Construct Learning Resources Building on

Posner Lot, Administrative Building on

St. James Church lot. Parking garage

between Nassau and Oak Streets, develop

park/concourse on site of present 37 and

49 Bennet Street buildings. Optional

development of Parcel P-7 (bordering

Stuart Street). 1979-1981

(4) Build 1C Building (hospital), expand 1B

Building, build research facilities above

Nassau/Oak garage, expand Dental Health

Sciences Building vertically. 1982-1987

1974 Submission of Determination of Need Application for NEMC's IB

Building (New Floating Hospital) to the Department of Public

Health. The program for the building involved a change in the

1968 plan for the IB Building (see discussion of this change in

Section 2.2). The application also included the Shuffle Space

plan (reuse of space vacated when IB opened) and renovations of

the Biewend Building for office use. A long review process

ensued on the application, involving many different planning

2.8
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agencies at the local, regional, and state levels. Negotiations

continued until March, 1976, when the Massachusetts Public

Health Council denied the Application. NEMC then won its appeal

of the denial, enabling the application to be brought back

before the Public Health Council. The project was approved

without the shuffle space project and with a reduction in

dollars for the Biewend renovation in November, 1977.

197M The 1974 clinical facilities revision of the Master Plan also

responded to the growing interest in redeveloping the theater

district and incorporated plans for the continued use of the

Music Hall (now the Metropolitan Center) and the Wilbur Theater.

The original 1968 Master Plan had envisioned the demolition of

these buildings to reuse the land for new hospital buildings.

With this revision in the Master Plan, a sizeable part of land

designated for our new development was eliminated.

1977 The Flansburgh Study of library needs and programmatic

alternatives (see further discussion in Section 2.3 below) was

completed by Tufts.

1977 Planning for a new School of Veterinary Medicine began

1978 A program for the proposed Health Sciences Education Building

was completed for Tufts by the architectural and planning firm

of Hoskins, Scott, and Taylor (see detailed description in

Section 2.3 of the chronology below).

1978 NEMC submitted a revision of its Clinical Facilities Master Plan

to the BRA. NEMC's update included revisions in the plan for IB

Building (New Floating Hospital) and 1C Building, to incorporate

elements of the Stage II program originally proposed in the 1968

Master Plan.

2.9
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1978 Discussion with BRA and U.S.D.A about feasibility of development

of Nutrition Research Center. The U.S. Department of

Agriculture was designated as developer when project approved.

New Veterinary School opened with entrance of first class.

1980 Tufts University developed a Facilities Master Plan update.

Tufts' update included a new plan for the Posner Lot area, HSEB,

Dental Building expansion, and the development of a new research

facility on the "Infill" lot between the existing M&V complex.

1981 T-NEMC leased 15 and 35 Kneeland Street. NEMC filed

Determination of Need Applications for Biewend Ambulatory Care

Center and Shuffle Space Projects (see description of these

projects in Section 2.2). Revisions to these two components of

the Clinical Facilities Master Plan were made.

1982 Joint review of long-term research needs (see Appendix 3).

1982 Tufts receives Federal funding award for construction of Health

Sciences Education Building.

1982 NEMC receives Determination of Need approval from the

Massachusetts Department of Public Health for development of the

Biewend Ambulatory Care Center.

The two sections below provide a more detailed discussion of the plans

for clinical and educational facilities development.

2.10
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2.2 NEMC: CLINICAL FACILITIES REPLACEMENT PLAN

Since 1965, with the merger of the Boston Dispensary, the Boston

Floating Hospital, and the New England Center Hospital, the New England

Medical Center has directed its planning efforts toward a phased

renovation and replacement program to provide modern facilities for its

existing programs. Table One displays this phased program as first

planned in 1968, and as revised in 1974, 1978, and 1981. The principal

revisions are as follows:

• The urgency of facility replacement has forced program elements

originally contained in the later phases of the Master Plan to

be included in earlier phases. As shown in Table One, the IB

Project (New Floating Hospital) was revised three times during

the long period between the original IB program in 1968 and the

IB Building as constructed in 1979-1982. The major change in

the program was the decision to include in IB several adult

components of the Master Plan, such as the Adult Operating

Rooms, Radiology, and Cardiac Care Unit. With these changes in

IB, the 1978 Master Plan consolidated elements of the originally

proposed Stage II plan into Stage I. This change added several

program elements to the 1C program.

• The decision was made in 1980, and incorporated into the Master

Plan in early 1981, that adult ambulatory care programs should

be consolidated in a renovated Biewend Ambulatory Care Center,

instead of constructing space for these services on the lower

floors of several new buildings.

• To determine the components of the Shuffle Space Project

(reallocation of space vacated when IB opened) and 1C Project,

NEMC did a detailed evaluation of every existing hospital

building from a mechanical systems and building point of view.

This analysis reconfirmed previous analyses and documented the

2.11
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difficulty involved in converting existing buildings for

alternative uses, including clinical, administrative, and

research. The major purpose of this building evaluation project

was to ensure that each building was appropriately considered

for reuse. Appendix 4 includes this complete analysis.

The second element of planning was a detailed analysis in 1981

of the Pratt and Farnsworth Buildings. These buildings

currently house the hospital's adult surgical inpatient beds.

This analysis was undertaken in specific detail due to the fact

that replacement of the hospital's adult surgical beds

represents the major element of the next phase of hospital

facility planning, the 1C project. The purpose of this study

was to determine whether or not the Pratt and Farnsworth

Buildings could be renovated as part of the Shuffle Space

Project as an alternative to new construction, and serve as a

long-term solution for the hospital's surgical inpatient

program. The results of the study, as included within Appendix

5, indicate that the Pratt and Farnsworth Buildings cannot serve

as the hospital's long-term solution for modernization of its

inpatient surgical beds. This finding stimulated the final

baseline data gathering for the Shuffle Space planning effort,

and the determination of the most logical site for the 1C

project. Thus, the decision was made that the Shuffle Space

project should include an intermediate strategy for improving

the most serious facility problems within the Pratt and

Farnsworth Buildings until the 1C project is complete.

The Shuffle Space program, as updated in 1981, includes the

following components:

- renovation of Pratt and Farnsworth Buildings, to address a

few of the most serious problems prior to the 1C

construction;
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TABLE ONE
New England Medical Center Master Plan Development 1968-1981

Functional Areas

Adult Ambulatory Facilities++
Adult Medical Beds
Adult Diagnostic X-Ray
Radiotherapy
Pediatric Ambulatory Facilities
Pediatric Beds
Pediatric Operating Rooms
Pediatric Diagnostic X-Ray
Clinical Laboratories
Adult Operating Rooms-M-

Adult Surgical Beds
Central Dietary
Central Emergency Room
++ added to IB plans in 1974

Adult Ambulatory Facilities

Adult Medical Beds
Adult Diagnostic X-Ray
Radiotherapy
Pediatric Ambulatory Facilities
Pediatric Beds
Pediatric Operating Rooms
Pediatric Diagnostic X-Ray
Clinical Laboratories
Adult Operating Rooms
Adult Surgical Beds
Central Dietary
Central Emergency Room

1968

Stage ]

Phase A B

Stage II

1978

1981

St_age_ I Stage II

Phase
Adult Ambulatory Facilities
Adult Medical Beds
Adult Diagnostic X-Ray
Radiotherapy
Pediatric Ambulatory Facilities
Pediatric Beds
Pediatric Operating Rooms
Pediatric Diagnostic X-Ray
Clinical Laboratories
Adult Operating Rooms
Adult Surgical Beds
Central Dietary
Central Emergency Room

B Shuffle Biewend1
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- relocation and replacement of critical diagnostic equipment,

in order to consolidate and improve services;

- expansion of Intensive Care Unit (ICU) capacity to meet

growing demands;

- renovation of old operating rooms for Ambulatory Surgery;

- expansion of Psychiatry beds from 10 to 25 beds.

• The revised plan for the 1C Building is discussed in Chapter

Four of the Master Plan, which addresses the chronology of

planned changes between 1982 and 1992.

The timetable for the Biewend ACC and Shuffle Space projects is

outlined in Chapter Four in a series of block diagrams showing the

impact of these projects on the campus in 1983, 1984, 1985, and 1992.

2.3 TUFTS: EDUCATIONAL AND RESEARCH FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT PLAN

Since the completion of the Dental Health Sciences Building in 1973,

renovation and replacement of educational facilities and the Health

Sciences Library has been a major goal for the University in terms of

its downtown campus. As summarized in Appendix 6, educational

facilities and, in particular, the Library have been viewed as

inadequate by accrediting bodies since 1954. The library facilities

had been judged to be inadequate in size and substandard in quality

even before the increases in class sizes of the Medical and Dental

Schools and the advent of the Veterinary School. Educational space has

become increasingly incapable of meeting existing classroom needs for

the Medical School alone. With the need for classroom spaces for three,

classes of v^t^prinQry ff^"^p"<"'^._the facilities have been severely

strained. Total enrollment has grown^Ji»Br-6^ in 1968 to 1400 in 1982

with a projected enrollment of/
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The development of the Health Sciences Education Building was begun in

1977 with the Flansburgh study on library needs and progranunatic

alternatives for upgrading the existing facility, and for accommodating

the dissemination technology necessary for the competitive health

sciences campus of the future (Appendix 7). The proposed focus on

information management and dissemination was of critical importance to

the University due to its considerable reliance on off-site or

associated hospitals for its clinical teaching program. Development of

a central, coordinated information transmittal system for use by the

associated hospitals became an essential program element in a new

library and educational facility.

As described in the Chronology above, the proposed location for this

new educational building was revised in 1970 to the site adjacent to

St. James Church. This site selection was given final approval in

1978. The program elements for the new Health Sciences Education

Building were initially identified in 1978. This program included

plans for a modern library and educational facilities including

auditoria and small group classrooms. With the receipt of federal

construction funds for this facility, plans were revised and expanded

to include the development of a modern information storage and

retrieval system, as well as educational modules for self-study by

students and faculty. With this revised plan, the University will have

developed the essential core of a modern library and study center

capable of providing computerized educational programs, database

storage and retrieval and information exchange systems with remote site

transmission.

As the plans for the Veterinary School were developed, facilities to

house faculty offices and research space became a critical issue.

Adequate faculty office and work space on the Health Sciences campus

had been a problem for some time. As the University responded to the

federal directive for expanded research in the biomedical sciences, the

need for increased laboratory spaces resulted in the acquisition of the

buildings which represent the current Medical & Veterinary complex
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(See Exhibit 2.2). As noted in accreditation reports for the years

1954 and 1963, departments were augmented to meet minimum standards for

successfully delivering an acceptable educational program. As

departments increased in size and the need for laboratory facilities

for complex and technologically advanced scientific work became more

acute, the existing facilities were pressed to the point of

overcrowding. Originally designed as garment factories, the Medical &

Veterinary complex of buildings did not easily accommodate the

air-handling, waste disposal, and animal management needs routinely a

part of modern medical research. Even before the development of the

Veterinary School, faculty were pressed into insufficient spaces and

animal storage had become a serious problem. At this time, it is

necessary to store research animals at off-s^te locations, and problems

of transport and management of research animals are becoming acute.

In 1980, program plans for the development of a new research facility

in the "Infill" site were developed for Medical School and Veterinary

School faculty. This site was to be the first phase of a long-range

development process for meeting Veterinary School facilities needs. In

addition to providing expansion space for the basic science departments

(Medical and Veterinary faculty) in the "Infill" site, the Posner Lot

was identi fied as a site for a small animal hospital and further

research space for the clinical faculty working as part of the small

animal hospital staff,

^ • A new facility for research and animal management will be built

on the Posner Lot. This new structure will provide a

centralized animal management and holding facility for the use

of the Health Sciences campus and the New England Medical

Center. This facility will also provide research space for

clinical Veterinary School faculty. Additional space in this

new facility will be provided for basic science department
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research and service needs which are dependent on proximity or

relationship with sophisticated animal storage and isolation

facilities.

• The "Infill" site will be used as originally intended, to

provide expansion space and modern laboratory facilities for

basic science faculty serving both the Medical and Veterinary

Schools. This new facility will be designed to provide

increased warehousing and materials management space for the

basic sciences, relieve crowding in laboratories and research

spaces and provide an opportunity for grouping of

multidisciplinary interests in compatible locations.

The timetable for these research and educational spaces development

projects is outlined in Chapter Four below in a series of block

diagrams showing the impact of these projects on the campus in 1985,

and 1990.

2.4 TUFTS AND NEMC CAMPUS TODAY: SEPTEMBER 1982

The chronology of Master Planning actions that have taken place between

1968 and 1982 represents a gradual process of facility replacement and

modernization. The comprehensive redevelopment plans conceived in 1968

continue to be the planning goal, although modified both in design and

in the time frame for implementation.

Exhibit 2.2 presents the Tufts Health Sciences Schools and New England

Medical Center campus as it exists today, in September, 1982. The site

plan shows New England Medical Center at a critical point in its

Clinical Facilities Replacement Program, with its new Floating Hospital

Building recently open (containing Pediatric beds. Operating and
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Recovery Suites, Clinical Labs, and other services), but with many

components of its facility upgrade plan not yet started. The Biewend

ACC and Shuffle Space Projects, which, will consolidate many services

that are presently fragmented, outmoded, and overcrowded, are in the

final planning stages. Other facility improvements are in the initial

stage of planning.

The Tufts Health Sciences Schools are also at a critical point of

development, with active planning underway for the construction of the

Health Sciences Education Building (HSEB) on the St. James Lot.

Planning is also underway for research expansion and for the reuse of

space vacated when the new HSEB opens in 1985.
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3. PROGRAM GOALS GUIDING FACILITIES
MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT 1982-1992

3.1 CONTINUATION OF PRESENT MISSIONS

Provide tertiary level patient care services, excellence in research

and a leadership role in service and education.

• Develop and implement innovative programs in health services

delivery and organization.

• Continue the development of the Health Sciences Schools in the

"One Medicine" concept so that all components of the downtown

University campus are resources for each other.

• Continue with existing research development and reorganization

efforts to ensure competitiveness for Federal funds and

contribution to national priorities in Medicine.

• Develop information management programs and education techniques

for innovative and advanced educational programs.

• Continue to lead in the development of advanced diagnostic and

treatment procedures, utilizing the newest technology.

Maintenance of our role as a major academic health center requires a

commitment to develop new and innovative programs in research,

education, and service, as well as to review and reorganize current

programs. As part of this Facilities Master Plan, such a review of

current activities has begun and the plans presented below reflect our

goals for coordinating programs and services where possible. Our first
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priority is to renovate and replace facilities and equipment to

accommodate advances and new priorities for research, education, and

service delivery. Our second priority is to take advantage of new

opportunities and national priorities in the development of future

program and institutional goals.

3.2 DEVELOP PHASED PLANNING FOR FACILITY REPLACEMENT, RENOVATION AND

MODERNIZATION IN ORDER TO CONTINUE PRESENT MISSIONS

• Continue our program for phased clinical facilities replacement

to allow for the construction of modern medical care facilities

that can support the advanced equipment and services necessary

for tertiary care now and in the future. Many clinical programs

are currently housed in physical facilities which are cramped,

old, and unsuited to modern clinical medicine. Patient care

areas must be renovated to reduce crowding and to provide a more

attractive and efficient environment for patient care.

• Continue the development of a comprehensive program for an

innovative and modern educational center, which will provide

shared educational resources, as well as a modern information

management center for the campus as a whole, and for our

associated campuses and hospitals. Educational facilities have

been documented as being severely deficient for over a decade.

• ' Modernize and renovate existing research space. Most of the

research quarters on the campus are housed in buildings which

were not designed to support these specialized and complex

functions and are inadequate to support the tasks and activities

being conducted as part of a modern research effort. Due to

limitations in existing space, much research activity is
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conducted with severe deficits in space. Research animals are

housed off-campus, exposing them to risks of contamination in

transport, and staff are squeezed into facilities which were

meant for fewer people. Assurance of adequate work space for

existing personnel and programs is a priority for research

facility development.

• Develop new research opportunities made possible by such recent

events as the development of the Federally-sponsored Human

Nutrition Research Center on Aging and the appointment of

leadership with expertise and interest in cardiovascular

research.

Facility replacement and renovation remains a critical element in the

ability of the Health Sciences Schools and New England Medical Center

to continue with their present missions. In addition, the present

level of health costs mandates the development of efficient and

effective health care delivery facilities.

The pressing need to replace out-moded facilities and to create modern,

efficient areas for patient care, teaching, and research has been the

major thrust behind the steps that have been taken to date to implement

our Master Plan. Considerable time and effort has been devoted to the

task of developing a responsible, workable, and financially feasible

plan to address the major facilities problems of New England Medical

Center and Tufts University. The steps taken represent decisions made

after long and fruitful discussion among groups both inside and outside

NEMC and Tufts.

3.3 NEW DIRECTIONS IN RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

• Facilitate the efficient and effective operation of research programs

through the development of a new administrative structure. This joint
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center will serve as the focus for all research administration

activities.

• As noted above, develop several major new areas of research which

capitalize on the expertise in the Human Nutrition Research Center on

Aging and in cancer and cardiovascular research. These three areas

represent major national priorities and reflect unique opportunities

for research excellence.

• Reorganize the clinical research base in line with refocused

priorities and consistent with the tertiary care environment.

• Develop multidisciplinary research programs, consistent with national

health needs, which focus the common interests of faculty in different

departments. Such areas include nutrition, cardiovascular disease,

cancer, neurosciences, and intestinal infection.

• Develop a modern information management and transmittal system to

connect all teaching sites and associated campuses for educational and

informational exchange purposes. This system would allow the design

of curriculum materials and their transmission for teaching purposes

to faculty and students at remote sites. Such a system could serve as

a model program for educational development. Information management

programs would also lead to improved library services and the ability

to create interactive databases around clinical problems and/or

research data.

There are many factors that make us optimistic about the future of

research at Tufts and New England Medical Center. We are fortunate in

having the opportunity to capitalize on a unique combination of

resources for the development of programs in clinical nutrition,

cancer, and cardiovascular research. It is rare that a center like the

Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging is developed and it, together
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with our strengths in cardiovascular research, provides complementary

expertise for studies in clinical nutrition and prevention of disease.

The combined force of research on aging and nutrition along with

clinical nutrition research could extend the knowledge base in this

area immeasurably within a very short time. The relationship of

nutrition to cancer, and cardiovascular disease has been known for some

time. An opportunity to develop companion research programs in these

areas of major concern to the country happens rarely. Developing these

programs is a major goal for our campus. Patient education and

prevention in these disease areas is also a focus of our new research

efforts. Our information management systems will enable us to include

these areas in our curriculum as well as serve as a resource for

patient education programs.

Current research programs continue to exhibit strength. Major areas of

focus include immunology with special emphasis on cancer and allergy,

basic cell biology, including the new areas of recombinant DNA and

hybridoma research, and experimental and geographic medicine.

The Health Sciences Schools and the New England Medical Center have

shown superior performance in terms of attracting and obtaining

renewals for Federal funds for research projects. At a time of

increasing Federal cutbacks, our faculty has shown continued

improvement in their ability to generate both applications and awards

for Fiscal Year 1981-82. The number of applications has increased by

16% while the number of awards has risen by 17X. Internal constraints

of space and animal holding facilities currently limits our research

capabilities and thus has an impact on our fiscal stability (Appendix

8). We must upgrade our facilities and increase our performance

capacities if we are to remain effective and competitive as a major

academic health center. The limitations of our facilities represents a

major problem.
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3.4 EXPANSION AND IMPROVEMENT OF COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC AREAS

As noted earlier, the boundaries of the Tufts University and New

England Medical Center Master Plan area are in the heart of downtown

Boston. The buildings of both institutions are mainly older

structures; for the University the bulk of existing buildings are

converted factory structures. There are few commercial structures

within the Master Plan boundaries and there is limited public space

with pedestrian access, landscaping or outdoor seating. Development of

commercial space, pedestrian areas and public areas to serve both the

needs of the New England Medical Center and Tufts University, as well

as provide pleasant and comfortable public areas for the community

surrounding the Master Plan area, has been a primary priority of the

Master Planning process since its beginning. Major goals for this

important area include:

• Establish an identity for the Tufts University and New England

Medical Center campus within the larger neighborhood of Center

City and the South Cove Area.

• Provide, at street level, activities that serve the general

public as well as the Tufts University and NEMC community, in

keeping with the urban location of the campus.

• Encourage physical improvement in the neighborhood surrounding

the campus. Help to promote the neighborhood surrounding the

campus. Help to promote the development of facilities that

benefit the community as a whole.

To this end, specific proposals and recommendations for the development

of pedestrian areas, plaza areas, roof terraces and commercial shops

have been included as part of our Facilities Master Plan.
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3.5 EXPANSION OF PARKING FACILITIES FOR PATIENTS, VISITORS, STAFF,

FACULTY, AND STUDENTS

• Provide parking as contiguous to facilities as possible for

patients, visitors, and those staff who are in and out during

the day or night.

• Help assure a reasonable supply of safe, convenient public

parking for those staff and students who require the use of an

automobile. Help promote the use of other means of

transportation such as public transit, bicycle, foot, or car

pool.

At present, Tufts-New England Medical Center owns or leases 1,738

parking spaces in the following locations:

- Tremont Street Garage

- Herald Street Garage (leased) ^
- Posner Lot (site of proposed Research Building)*^

- Oak Street Lot (site of proposed 1C Building)/

- Washington Street Lot (site of proposed NMR Building and

Emergency Room driveway)

- Harvard Street Lot (site of proposed HSEB)^//

Currently, 542 spaces are dedicated to patients and visitors and 95 are

dedicated to staff who are in and out during the day. The remainder

are used by regular staff.

With a population of over 8,000 faculty, students and staff working at

the Health Sciences Schools and New England Medical Center, demand for

parking far exceeds the supply of spaces for patients, visitors, and

staff. One garage owned by the Tufts-New England Medical Center, the

Eliot Street Garage (430 spaces) was torn down for the construction of

the new State Transportation Building. Other public parking is

disappearing as more new development takes place.
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3.6 DEVELOPMENT OF HOUSING FACILITIES

• Provide adequate housing to meet the needs of the Health Science

and Medical Campus, and the community's need for mixed income

family housing.

• Work cooperatively with community groups to develop joint

solutions to our mutual housing needs.

The 1968 Master Plan for Tufts and New England Medical Center designated the

Posner Lot for student and faculty housing. As the space needs for

educational, research, and clinical activities have become more critical over

the years, we have been forced to look offsite for solutions to our housing

requirements.

The original plan for the new Quincy School complex on Washington Street

included space for Tufts' married student housing. There were many problems

in trying to implement this plan, and Tufts finally withdrew from the

project.

As discussed in Chapter 4 of this report, subsequent discussions have focused

on joint housing developments in the neighborhood surrounding the Tufts and

NEMC campus.
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4. CHRONOLOGY OF PLANNED FACILITY
CHANGES 1982-1992

4.1 1982-1985

New England Medical Center

• Completion of Biewend Ambulatory Care Center and Shuffle Space

components of Clinical Facilities Replacement Plan,

• Beginning of construction of NMR and Tunnel Buildings.

The September 1982 Site Plan (Exhibit 2.2) shows the campus as it

exists today. Block Diagrams (Exhibit U.I) provide information on the

use of each NEMC building by floor. Temporarily unassigned space, due

to the recent occupancy of the New Floating Building, is also indicated

on these diagrams.

The newest NEMC building, which was occupied in late August, 1982, is

the New Floating Hospital Building. The Building, known as "IB" in the

Facilities Master Plan, represents a major step in the replacement and

modernization of clinical facilities at NEMC, Included in the Building

are all new pediatric inpatient units to replace the beds in the Old
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Floating Hospital, new facilities for clinical laboratory services,

pediatric and adult diagnostic radiology, and pediatric and adult

operating and recovery rooms.

The January 1983 Block Diagram (Exhibit 4.2) shows the changes

resulting from the start of construction in November, 1982, for the new

Biewend Ambulatory Care Center. New locations for many of the former

Biewend tenants are shown in the Diagrams, including the Jackson (Old

Floating Hospital), Boston Dispensary, and Center Buildings. Other

Biewend tenants will move to appropriate off-site locations.

The need to consolidate adult ambulatory care services in one location,

and to combine clinic and private patients, has been recognized for

many years. Services are now scattered throughout numerous buildings

with long distances for outpatients to travel to diagnostic and testing

areas. The Massachusetts Department of Public Health confirmed the

need for the new Biewend Ambulatory Care Center by approving the

Medical Center's Determination of Need Application in April, 1982.

Construction is expected to be completed by January, 1984.

Other changes indicated in the January 1983 Block Diagrams are the

first stages of the Shuffle Space Project. The goal of the Shuffle

Space Project is to complete the consolidation of critical care

services in the Proger Building and the New Floating Hospital. Reuse

of space vacated by the move to the New Floating Hospital, as well as

reorganization of some existing areas, will make it possible to

consolidate in one location such services as Special Procedures

Radiology, the Adult Cardiac Catheterization Lab and Cardiology beds,

and the Surgical Intensive Care Unit beds, which will be moved to an

area adjacent to the new Operating Room.

The components of Shuffle Space that will be completed by January 1983

include the relocation of the Surgical Intensive Care Unit and Adult
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Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory, and the increase in Neonatal and

Cardiac Care Unit beds. Other Shuffle Space components will be just

beginning construction at that time.

The January 1984 Block Diagrams (Exhibit 4.3) show the new Biewend

Ambulatory Care Center in operation, with 14 floors of outpatient

services and physicians' offices. Those services occupying this

building will include: Surgery, Dermatology, Urology, Gynecology,

Neurology, Neuro-Ophthalmology, Psychiatry, Orthopedics, Medical

Specialties, Pratt Diagnostic Clinic, General Medicine, Frances Stern

Nutrition Center, Bay Cove Day Hospital, in addition to support

services such as Radiology, EKG, Medical Records, and Social Services.

The completion of the Shuffle Space Project is also shown in the 1984

Block Diagrams. The components include:

• Relocation of Special Procedure Radiology

• Renovation of Old Operating Rooms for Ambulatory Surgery

• Renovation of Pratt and Farnsworth Nursing Units

Also indicated in the January 1984 Block Diagrams are the temporarily

unassigned spaces which will be vacated when existing services move

into the new Biewend Ambulatory Care Center. The program for these"

spaces will be known as Shuffle Space II.

The January 1985 Site Plan (Exhibit 4.4) shows the reuse of the Shuffle

Space II space, those areas which were vacated by services moving to

the Biewend Ambulatory Care Center. The problems of crowded and

decentralized diagnostic areas and inadequate patient support space

will be addressed in this renovation project.

Also indicated in the January 1985 Site Plan is the start of

construction of the new Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) facility and

Tunnel Building. The NMR Building will be located south of the New
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Floating Hospital and will provide space for NEMC's Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance (NMR) equipment. NMR is a new diagnostic procedure that

significantly improves diagnostic accuracy without radiation, and is a

high priority for acquisition and installation in 1985. The equipment

will be used for patient care, research, and teaching. The NMR works

by applying various magnetic fields to the body and producing

tomographic images of the hydrogen atoms in water and other molecules

in the body. No x-rays, isotopes or other sources of tissue ionization

are involved. Special structural requirements mandate that the NMR

facility must bo 2 nnialli 'ippnrTt° building, and it is planned to be

focated adjacent to patient care areas of the New Floating Hospital and

Proger Building.

The Tunnel Building will be located in the underground area between the

Human Nutrition Center and the New Floating Hospital Building. It will

provide space for a direct tunnel connection between the Nutrition

Center and the New Floating Hospital, as well as approximately 10,000

gross square feet of space that will enable NEMC to relocate its

Computer Center and other support services. The present location of

our Computer Center is leased space in the Cooper Building, which we

are required (by the landlord) to vacate. Another important function

of the Tunnel Building will be the provision of a plaza on the roof of

the underground building, with sitting areas and trees for residents of

the neighborhood, patients, visitors, and staff. The new plaza will

enlarge the existing plaza near the New Floating Hospital, and will

continue the plaza adjacent to the Metropolitan Center.

Changes in building and floor assignments resulting from the completion

of these projects are shown in the Block Diagrams (Exhibit 4.5).
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Tufts University

• Health Sciences Education Building:

The September, 1982 Site Plan (Exhibit 2.2) clearly indicates the

proposed site of the new HSEB. Block Diagrams (Exhibit 4.6) provide

information on current building occupancy by floor. Temporarily vacant

space due to the relocation of the Boston School of Occupational

Therapy to the Medford Campus is also indicated on these diagrams.

Development plans are moving towards a construction start of March 1,

1983 for the Health Sciences Education Building with occupancy

anticipated for September, 1985. As illustrated in Exhibit 4.7, the

Health Sciences Education Building will contain the University's Health

Sciences Library, information management center, microfilm and

audio-visual services, document center, auditoria, classrooms, and

Administrative offices.

The HSEB is proposed to be nine stories above ground, and it will

contain 134,000 gsf. It is envisioned that the building will have

bridge connections with the Dental Building and with the M&V Building

at the fourth floor. The fourth floor is conceived as a concourse

level or institutional "main street" linking the various University and

NEMC buildings. These bridge connections will be designed to be as

transparent as possible through the liberal use of glass.

The HSEB has been specifically designed to address several decades of

accreditatinn recommendations concerning our inadequate educational

space and our outmoded library facilities. As part of this Building,

educational spaces have been designed to provide both auditoria and

small-group teaching facilities for the Medical School, the Veterinary

School and the Graduate School. While site and financial limitations

have somewhat constrained the potential number of classrooms, the

Building will go a long way to resolving our educational space crisis
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and allowing us to meet the varied and complex educational needs of the

three schools using the Building. Wet laboratories will remain in the

M&V complex and provision will be made to retain several of our current

small group teaching rooms as well as an additional lecture hall at

Posner to fully accommodate our program needs. Continuing Education

needs and conference space requests.

As currently designed, the HSEB has the following space components:

administrative space, library space, classroom/lecture rooms, an

auditorium, and space for student support services such as

registration/admissions, financial aid, continuing education,

curriculum, student affairs, etc. At present, student support services

are scattered in different floors and buildings across the Tufts

campus. Locating student support services in the HSEB will enable

health sciences students to have closer interactions with staff,

faculty, and other students. It is anticipated that this space will be

located in close proximity to the students and public to make these

services more accessible.

The health sciences administrative space includes a central area which

could be used to bring members of the public, community. Trustees,

faculty/ students, and other members together for social, business, and

academic functions. This space will integrate the downtown center and

provide a cohesive image and symbol to the public-at-large.

The Library design was developed to serve two purposes; to accommodate

the growing needs of the constituent Health Sciences Schools and the

New England Medical Center and to be organized so that it can meet the

challenges of new technology. A recent report by the Association of

American Medical Colleges stresses the need to develop the library as

an information center, linking it to other libraries and to the center

of activity within the institution. This concept was the guiding

principle in planning for the Library. In deciding on the appropriate
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size and its functions, attention was paid not only to existing

standards, but to anticipated future developments in information

science.

The Library has a carefully planned program of phased automation which

includes new and cost-effective information and communication systems,

as well as an electronic Union Catalogue which will eventually extend

bibliographic access to all holdings of the University and applicable

remote sites. These services will be part of an integrated automation

system incorporating acquisitions, cataloging, serial control,

inventory control (circulation) and interlibrary loan.

One innovative feature of the planned automation is development of a

system of Bibliographic Resource Modules. These computer-based user

terminals will free the user from the restrictions of a single

catalogue by allowing access to required information from many

different locations within the Library. This will, of course, have

obvious implications for traffic flow and design. In addition, the

Bibliographic Resource Module will allow information in the Library to

be organized as a unified collection, while effectively addressing the

needs of special interest users by allowing the power of the computer

to present the resources of the Library in different ways to different

users.

Although the Library will draw heavily on new technologies, it must

nevertheless be an environment for people. As such, it must remain

flexible to adapt its space and services not just to current needs, but

also to new needs and to the technologies required to meet those needs.

User space is provided in a variety of configurations conducive to

browsing, research and study. These range from personalized space such

as studies and carrels, to traditional reading areas with tables and

chairs. Their form and configuration will recognize the needs for

personal concentration, relaxation, and group study.
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In addition, the Library provides space for research planning where the

user and the Librarian can develop appropriate search strategies. Ways

of implementing these strategies may change considerably over time as

new technologies are used to create banks of information accessible at

a distance. For this reason, the Library also contains areas

specifically designed to experiment with new modes of information

access and retrieval.

• Boston School of Occupational Therapy

This School relocated to the Tufts Medford Campus several months ago,

vacating 8,000 net square feet of space on the second and third floors

of Stearns. This space has been designated for renovation into

biomedical research space. Planning efforts have begun for the

development of these floors. Recent expansion awards in geographic

medicine have led to an acute need for contiguous space. Research

facilities development is also part of the recruitment package for

Chairmen in Pediatrics and Obstetrics/Gynecology.

Construction will begin in January, 1983i with occupancy planned for

September, 1983. As noted in Exhibit 4.7, by 1985 these floors will be

fully occupied.

Joint Facilities Projects

The major joint project that will be completed by 1985 is the

renovation of the 15 and 35 Kneeland Street Buildings. Each of these

buildings addresses a major goal of the Joint Facilities Master Plan.

The 15 Kneeland Street Building will provide much needed research

space, with a special focus on multi-disciplinary projects. Some

comparative data on research space capacity at NEMC, Tufts, and other
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major medical centers is provided below in order to illustrate the

deficiencies in research space on our campus.

HOSPITALS RESEARCH SPACE

(% of Total Space)

Beth Israel Hospital 8.5*

B.U. -University Hospital ^H.^

Brigham & Women's Hospital 13.0

Children's Hospital 22.0

Mass General Hospital 14.4 •»

New England Medical Center 8.4

MEDICAL SCHOOLS

Boston University

Tufts University

49.7

36.4

*Does not include major hospital building program in progress,

including new research building of 100,000 square feet.

••Does not include new research building at Mass General Hospital.

These comparative figures illustrate the problem that NEMC and Tufts

Health Sciences Schools have had for many years: inadequate space in

the context of competing needs for patient care space, educational

areas, as well as research. As indicated in the figures above, and

elsewhere in this Master Plan, present research space is totally

inadequate for our needs. Grant proposals for worthy research cannot

be submitted because no space is available for the projects. As noted

above, several steps are being taken to address this very pressing

need. As an initial effort, NEMC and the Tufts Health Sciences Schools

have planned the renovation of 15 Kneeland Street for needed research

space. Several engineering and feasibility studies have been done to

assess the building's capabilities as a research facility, and it has
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been determined that such a development is both feasible and essential,

The research programs planned for 15 Kneeland Street include the

following:

Multidisciplinary Cardiovascular Research

Organ Transplant Research

Pediatric Research

Neurosciences Research

Clinical Nutrition Research

The renovation of 35 Kneeland Street will address two major goals of

the Facilities Master Plan: (1) the need to replace administrative

space lost by construction of NEMC's IC replacement facility; and

(2) the need for additional administrative space not adequately

accommodated in the existing Tufts Health Sciences Schools' buildings.

The 35 Kneeland Street Building will be renovated to house

administrative areas from these buildings as well as those located on

the site for the IC Building, which is planned for other uses. The

program is planned to be as follows:

Tufts: Administration

Business and Purchasing

Buildings and Grounds

Personnel

Security

NEMC: Finance and Billing

Development

Research Institute

Industrial Engineering
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Public Relations and Communications

Staff Education

Information Services

(see Exhibit 4,8)

Active planning is underway for the development of these buildings,

given the recent progress in the plans for the relocation of the

garment industries in these and other Chinatown buildings to the South

Boston Army Base.

4.2 1986 - 1992

New England Medical Center

During this period of 1986 to 1992, the final phases of New England

Medical Center's Clinical Facilities Replacement Plan will be

implemented, including:

• Completion of NMR and Tunnel Buildings,

• Construction of 1C Building, which will include a new Emergency

Room (E.R.) and replacement of beds.

Occupancy of the new NMR and Tunnel Buildings is expected to occur in

1986.

The proposed 1C Building will contain the following services:

• The replacement of adult medical and surgical beds which are

presently located in the Pratt-Farnsworth Buildings.
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• The replacement and expansion of the emergency department which

is presently located in the Rehabilitation Building on Harrison

Avenue.

• The replacement and expansion of support services such as the

main kitchen, pharmacy, employee facilities (lockers and

toilets), housekeeping, linen and maintenance shops. All of

these services are currently inefficiently scattered around in

various buildings.

• Expansion of radiology which includes radiology special

procedures suite, nuclear medicine and ultra sound.

• A new centralized main entrance with the necessary support

facilities for public areas.

• The replacement of surface parking areas lost to construction in

a parking structure.

• The replacement of certain ambulatory clinics which are

presently located in buildings which have to be demolished in

order to implement the 1C Building.

The following are the major problems which will be addressed with the

implementation of the 1C Building:

• The main thrust behind the 1C Building is the replacement of the

functionally outmoded nursing units which are currently located

m the Pratt-Farnsworth Buildings. Before the commitment was

made to replace these beds, a special study was conducted to

investigate whether the existing nursing units in the

Pratt-Farnsworth Buildings could be upgraded. The outcome of

this study gave conclusive evidence that the existing functional

problems could not be solved, even with major renovations, due
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to the configuration and placement of the Buildings. A copy of

this study is enclosed (Appendix 5).

The emergency department is currently located in the

Rehabilitation Building which is quite remote from the buildings

which house the acute care services. The only connection

between the emergency department and the acute care section of

the Hospital is an underground tunnel which has many ramps and

turns and gives the appearance of a utility tunnel rather than a

major connection used for transportation of patients. The

configuration and the size of the present emergency department

is also obsolete by modern standards. Finally, the emergency

department should be directly accessible from Washington Street,

as well as from Harrison Avenue, which is a one-way street.

The replacement of the main kitchen has been an objective for

many years. The kitchen is functionally outmoded and its

location in Farnsworth is very remote from the patient areas it

serves.

Centralized facilities for other support services are very

scarce or non-existent at New England Medical Center. The

housekeeping and linen services are presently located in the

Dental Building, and the pharmacy is located in the Boston

Dispensary Building which has to be demolished in order to

implement the 1C Building. Therefore, all of these services

will be centralized in the 1C Building.

Diagnostic radiology services are currently located on the

fourth floor of the IB Building and the Proger Building. They

include adult and pediatric radiology, radiology special

procedures suite, nuclear medicine, and ultra sound. These

services are presently occupying all the available space on the
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fourth floor and the only future expansion, without

decentralizing the department, will be on the fourth floor of

the 1C Building.

• A new, centrally-located main entrance is included in the

proposed 1C Building. The proposed main entrance will be

located at the intersection of the Proger Building (1A), the IB

Building and the proposed 1C Building which is the nucleus of

the New England Medical Center. The control and orientation of

visitors in one central main entrance is extremely important for

an institution the size of New England Medical Center.

• In this joint master plan prepared by Tufts University and New

England Medical Center, it is proposed that the existing surface

parking area will be utilized for the construction of additional

buildings and traffic circulation. The 1C Building, therefore,

includes the consolidation of these surface parking areas into a

parking structure to replace spaces that would otherwise be

lost.

• The 1C Building includes ambulatory clinics which will be

displaced by the demolition of buildings that are located on the

1C site.

Construction of 1C will have two phases. Phase I will begin in 1986

and is planned as the facility to relocate services now located where

Phase II of 1C will be built. Phase I will also contain several floors

of parking to replace parking spaces lost due to development on the

campus.

An alternative footprint for Phase I of 1C is proposed (see Site Plan

Alternate). Under this plan, the footprint would extend over Ash

Street to Washington Street. This change would provide 54,760

additional gsf of space for 165 additional parking spaces (total of 5

floors; 1 floor underground, 4 above ground). We anticipate obtaining

this land area and developing our plans for IC Phase I based on this
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expanded area. Feasibility is dependent on many factors, including

acquisition of the land and discontinuance of the MBTA Orange Line.

The expanded parking facilities would mean that the capacity of the

proposed off-site parking facility could be reduced. If we do not

proceed with this alternative plan, the original footprint is feasible

as presented in Exhibit 4.11.

Phase II will contain all the remaining 1C elements listed above. The

construction period is planned to be 1987 to 1989. With the completion

of both phases. New England Medical Center will have completed the

replacement and modernization of its clinical facilities (see Exhibit

4.9).

Tufts University

• Health Sciences Education Building Shuffle:

Occupancy of the Health Sciences Education Building in 1985, will

vacate 18,788 nsf in Arnold (Arnold 4), Stearns (Stearns 1), and M4V

(M&V 1&2). Remodeling construction of the vacated space will begin in

September, 1985, with occupancy planned for June, 1986.

The remodeled areas will contain expanded animal facilities on Arnold

4. This space will be contiguous with current animal storage quarters

on Stearns 4. Stearns 1 will be remodelled into seminar/conference

rooms to be used in conjunction with the educational spaces in the

HSEB. These new conference rooms represent partial provisions for

additional classroom space noted in Section 4.1. The library will

vacate space on both M&V 1 and 2. The space on M&V 1 will be renovated

to house administrative functions for the Medical School and Veterinary

School not assigned to the HSEB. M&V 2 will be renovated to serve as

research space.
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• Posner Lot Research Building:

Construction of the Posner Lot Research Building will begin in the Fall

of 1985, with occupancy anticipated in the Spring of 1987. The

building will be located on the site of the current Posner parking lot

and will extend frota Harvard Street to Posner Hall and from Harrison

Avenue to Tyler Street.

The Building will include 12 stories along Harrison Avenue, and will

step down to the height of the existing row houses on Tyler Street.

The Tyler Street facade will be aligned with the Posner Hall facade to

reinforce the street line and to allow sidewalk trees.

The Harrison Avenue facade will be set back from the curb line to allow

for tree planting and generous pedestrian movement. Harrison Avenue

from Kneeland to Oak Streets is a pedestrian boulevard through the

University.

The exterior of the Building will be brick in keeping with the existing

buildings. There will be generous windows to provide natural light and

awareness of the outside to bench-bound researchers.

The Research Building layout will, with two wings of Posner Hall, form

a small public plaza along Harrison Avenue at the foot of Nassau

Street.

The first (ground) floor will be devoted to commercial space, reception

and elevator lobbies, and service functions. The service entrance, and

access to underground parking, will be from Harvard Street.

Floors Two and Three will be devoted to Veterinary School teaching and

research, including a central animal facility serving the Medical

Center and the University.
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Floor Four is the concourse level that connects across streets and

connects University and Medical Center buildings. It will be occupied

by administrative offices, meeting rooms and lounges serving the

Building's occupants. They will have access to the roof terraces of

the lower buildings on Tyler Street.

Floors Five through Twelve are occupied by research space.

Above the twelfth floor is a penthouse for mechanical equipment. Hood

exhaust will be filtered here, and heat extracted before emission into

the atmosphere. The underground part of the Building will also have

mechanical equipment, including equipment to treat the various wastes,

before disposal, especially those from the animal facility (see Exhibit

4.10).

This new research facility will serve several major needs of the Health

Sciences Schools and the New England Medical Center. As first

priority, this centralized facility will house the new ap i'n'i] fa^iii'i-y

wjiich will bring all research animals to one site. This new facility

will enable us to house on campus research animals currently located at

various off-campus sites as well as provide for sophisticated holding

areas with sterile environments, and special ventilation capabilities.

With the expanded capacity for animal storage and maintenance, both

current research needs and anticipated growth in research funding will

be adequately met. This central facility will aid in the maintenance

and management of research animals and the proposed concourse level

will enable animals to be transported efficiently with a minimum of

environmental variation.

This new facility will provide critical educational services and

research laboratories for the Veterinary School. The large animal

gross laboratory and the sterile surgical labs will provide sufficient

space for required courses in the Veterinary School. Current space

allocation for these activities is critically inadequate, with interim

arrangements barely providing sufficient support. This new facility
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will enable handling of large animal holding and anatomical inspection

in an efficient and effective manner without undue burden on other

waste management and air handling facilities.

Clinical faculty laboratories will also be provided in the Posner

Research facility for those Tufts veterinarians currently located at

the Angell Memorial Hospital, serves as noted above. This Vsmalll animal

facility is prohibited by charter from allowing animal laboratory work

on-site. The need for laboratory space for these faculty members will

thus be met through the Posner Research Building.

With an emphasis on animal management and storage and handling,

allocation of research space in this new facility will be based on the

need for proximity to laboratory animals, special handling or

ventilation needs or joint animal usage programs. This facility will

be open to basic science faculty from the Health Sciences Schools and

researchers from the Hospital. This increase in research space is

expected to enable departments to meet current demands and expansion

needs for both research space and animal storage.

• Infill Building/Posner Research Building Space Allocation:

On completion of the Posner Research Building, space in South Cove,

Arnold, Stearns, and M&V will be temporarily vacant. Those spaces will

be remodeled in conjunction with new construction, the Infill Building,

in the space between South Cove and M&V. Construction will begin in

Spring, 1990, with occupancy in January, 1992.

This project will consolidate Basic Science Departments that previously

were dispersed, by reason of space available at the time, throughout

the floors in four buildings.
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The Infill Building will be a mechanical/utility equipment core that

allows the retrofitting of worn and piece-meal systems in the four

existing buildings (Exhibit 4.10). It will also be a new circulation

system that mediates the non-aligning floors among the four buildings.

The first and second floors will be devoted to service functions,

including loading dock and materials handling.

The third through ninth floors will be research support. The roof will

be used for mechanical equipment related to heat recovery, emission

control and energy storage. The below-ground part of the Building will

house utilities, building systems controls and also energy storage.

Two major goals will be met with the construction of this new facility.

Departmental need for research space for Medical School, Veterinary

School and Graduate Programs will be resolved. This resolution will

include the development of a new Department of Pharmacology and a new

research program in medical genetics. The Infill Site will allow for

the provision of contiguous research space for those investigators not

served by the Posner Research Building. The emphasis on contiguity and

shared research interest will be facilitated through the design of the

Building and the location of the site. Proximity to the Posner animal

quarters will allow for efficient animal handling and department

research priorities will be easily facilitated.

In addition, this new building will provide much needed warehousing and

storage space for research and academic departmental needs. The

provision of this type of space will allow for the construction of

essential research support shops such as repair shops, glassblowing,

electronics, and machine shops. These important services have not been

centrally developed since there has not been adequate space for housing

these activities in a central location. With the availability of a

warehousing and materials handling facility as part of the Infill

Building, it will be possible to develop such centralized functions,

including autoclave and dishwashing facilities (see Exhibits 1.10).
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4.3 Proposed Site Amenities

As part of facilities renovation and development during the ten year

Master Plan period, described above, opportunities occur to upgrade and

renovate the site itself. The priorities summarized in Chapter Three,

Section 4 were utilized in developing the plans for public areas, land

usage, commercial spaces and recreation facilities as part of the

Master Plan. There will be significant improvement in all of these

areas as the facilities renovation and development program proceeds

during the ten year period. Exhibits 4.11 & 4.12 illustrate site

amenities changes.

Site Amenities

• Campus Boulevard

New buildings along Harrison Avenue from Kneeland to Oak Streets will

be set back from the street to allow for tree planting, benches,

kiosks, and ample pedestrian circulation. This "boulevard" will give

an identity to the main axis of the campus.

• Posner Plaza

A small open space will be formed opposite Nassau Street by the

existing Posner Hall and the new research building. This will be an

outdoor area for the students in Posner Hall, and an entry space for

the research building. It will also be a visual terminus for Nassau

Street, which becomes a car-free pedestrian way upon the completion of

NEMC's 1C project.
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• Health Sciences Education Building

A quiet courtyard will be created, opening off Harrison Avenue, between

the St. James Church and Tufts Health Sciences Education Building.

• Pedestrian Route

Pedestrian greenway presently extends from the park next to WMEX in Bay

Village, across to the park of the Church of All Nations, across

Tremont Street to the Tremont Street Garage, a new walkway will be made

along the south side of the garage to Washington Street and the MBTA.

Across Washington Street, beside the Medical Center's 1C Project, the

pedestrian route will run down Nassau Street and cross Harrison Avenue

to the new plaza at Posner Hall.

• Roof Terraces

The roofs of the new buildings facing Tyler Street will be developed

for outdoor use, accessible directly from the concourse level of the

new Posner Research Building.

• Floating Hospital Plaza

The open space between the Nutrition Building and the Floating Hospital

will be a plaza, that will make the transition from the Tremont Street

entrance of the Medical Center to the one-story lower Washington Street

entry and the new MBTA station.

Commercial Space

It is important to have conunercial space to meet the needs of the Tufts

University/New England Medical Center community as well as the

surrounding community.
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• The sites at street level planned for conunercial use are:

- Dental Building - already commercial

- Arnold Building - already some commercial

- 15 4 35 Kneeland Street - already some commercial

- Posner Research Building - the Harrison Avenue frontage

• The potential uses that the Tufts University and New England

Medical Center community have identified are:

- Tufts University Coop (similar to Harvard's Coop)

- Neighborhood restaurants

- 24 hour grocery store/newstand

- CVS-type store

- Services such as dry cleaning, florist, tailor,

shoe repair, travel agent

Parking

As described in Chapter 3, there are 1,738 parking spaces currently

available for use by Tufts University and the New England Medical

Center. During the period of the Master Plan, 1982-1992, 329 surface

spaces will be eliminated as part of the renovation process and

replaced when the construction of new facilities is complete.

During the 1982-85 period of development, it is expected that 42 spaces

on campus will be lost due to construction. These spaces will be

replaced by off-site parking until the completion of 1C, Phase I. By

1985, Tufts University and New England Medical Center plan to

build/lease parking for approximately 500 cars at an off-campus

location to be determined.
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Phase one of the 1C project will create 300 parking spaces, replacing

the 42 spaces noted above, the 95 spaces on the Oak Street lot (which

is the site of 1C Phase I) and partially replacing the 192 spaces in

the Posner Lot, the site of the Posner Research Building. The Posner

Research Building will contain approximately 100 spaces in its below

grade portion (see exhibit 4.13).

Housing

In June, 1982, at the request of the Chinese community (The Chinese

Consolidated Benevolent Association), Tufts and New England Medical

Center met with them to discuss areas of potential mutual cooperation

in housing. At the meeting, it was apparent that the Chinese community

considers mixed-income family housing to be of the highest priority.

It was also determined through the data collection process for the

development of this master plan that the Health Sciences campus has

need for a minimum of 400-500 units of housing for students, staff, and

faculty. Exhibit 4.14 illustrates existing or soon-to-be completed

housing adjacent to the Tufts and New England Medical Center complex.3 and New England Medical Center complex, {nfr Ji/^

Because joint development in housing is so clearly beneficM* and
rjCO

necessary to both parties, a task force with representatives from both

ejTufts and New England Medical Center and the Chinese community was . i^

established. A housing consultant with a national reputation in ^^^TiU
housing development in low income minority neighborhoods was asked to

"""""^^stK

undertake a study of options and solutions for housing. After doing a f^fy U
survey of this neighborhood and the surrounding areas, he recommended

to the task force that the soon-to-be-vacated garment factory buildings

should be targeted for rehabilitation/ renovation for housing. In his

judgment, this option presents the most realistic alternative because

it is cost-effective; it would make optimal use of old buildings; and

it would alleviate the housing needs of both Tufts and NEMC and the

Chinese community.

r^ U-^vr^/VfO
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This concept was accepted in principle by the Chinese community, and we

are in the process of working out a close working partnership. It is

anticipated that a proposal for joint development will be forthcoming.

Recreation

There is a paucity of accessible recreational facilities of any kind

available to the Tufts and NEMC community. The YMCU on Boylston

Street, the YMCA on Tyler Street, the outdoor basketball court on Oak

Street, and the Quincy School are all heavily utilized by the

neighborhood. Tufts University and New England Medical Center plan to

explore the establishment of recreational facilities of the following

types:

• Posner Hall - light recreation, in the basement, for residents

and visitors, consisting of such activities as billiards,

ping-pong, weight room, nautilus, and sauna.

• Top of Dental Building - faculty club, squash courts, nautilus,

jogging track.

• Neighborhood - encourage the development of large scale

facilities, such as gymnasium and swimming pool, open to the

public.

Community Use

In addition to improved site amenities and expanded commercial space,

which will benefit the community, the auditorium in the Health Sciences

Education Building will be available for use during off-hours by

community groups in the neighborhood. Smaller meeting rooms in the

Health Sciences Education Building and in the 1C Building will also be

made available to community groups.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The Facilities Master Plan for 1982-1992 prepared by Tufts University

and New England Medical Center describes their facility replacement and

development plans as these plans are envisioned by the two institutions

today, in the Fall of 1982. Institutions like the Tufts Health

Sciences Schools and New England Medical Center are dynamic

organizations which respond to internal and external forces for change,

in some cases unable to overcome obstacles to a preconceived plan and

in other cases carried forward toward a new course of action.

Therefore, modifications in our Facilities Master Plan are expected.

Some of these changes will be generated by internal events; others will

be responses to outside opportunities or pressures. One example cited

in our chronology of Master Plan development prior to 1982 was the

decision in the mid-1 970 's to give up plans to demolish the

Metropolitan Center (then the Music Hall) and Wilbur Theater, and thus

give up our right to develop this area as well as the parcel of land on

Stuart Street between Tremont and Washington Streets. This decision

was made by New England Medical Center and Tufts University when it was

recognized that the redevelopment of the theater district would go

forward.
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It is important to emphasize that most of the changes made in our

Master Plan since the 1960's have represented reductions in the land

area that we occupy or plan to develop. The decision not to build all

the way to Tremont and Stuart Streets, cited above, is one example of

land reduction. Another was the decision to give up part of the land

where Tai Tung Village and the Quincy School complex are now. Tufts

University and NEMC also gave up our first refusal rights on

development of the area between Oak Street and the Massachusetts

Turnpike. All of these decisions together represent a significant

reduction in the amount of land we include in our present campus area.

They also confirm our commitment to evaluating our internal needs in

relation to urban planning considerations and the broader goals of

neighborhood development.

As described in detail in the previous chapters, our major goal now is

to modernize and replace our facilities using our existing land area.

Our mission is to continue present programs with no expansion of

patient care services or teaching activities. Critical inadequacies in

educational and library facilities will be addressed. A modest

expansion and redirection in our present research programs is planned

in order to correct overcrowding problems and space inadequacies. New

sources of research funding are available to us as a major academic

health center with new strengths in human nutrition research and

cardiovascular research, combined with our existing excellence and

leadership in hematology-oncology, infectious diseases, and other

related areas.

A special emphasis is placed in the Master Plan on integrating the

plans of Tufts University and New England Medical Center, not only in

our plans for educational and research programs but also in developing

an integrated plan for public space, plazas, walkways, green space, and

community use areas. For each period of development (1982-1985 and

1986-1992), a phased-in plan for improving these site amenities is

presented. Our joint planning activities for housing development and

parking alternatives are also discussed in the Master Plan. Recent

progress made in these two important planning areas is reviewed and the
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Facilities Master Plan

1982-1992

process for continuing the planning process is outlined.

As with any ten-year Master Plan, our focus is now on implementing the

first steps of the plan. New England Medical Center is beginning

construction in November on its Biewend Ambulatory Care Center, and

during the fourteen-month construction period will be completing plans

for the reuse of space to be vacated when the new Ambulatory Care

Center opens in January of 1984. Also during the next calendar year,

1983, many of the components of the Shuffle Space Project will be

implemented, continuing the consolidation of critical care services

through the reuse of space available after the opening this Fall of our

New Floating Hospital Building.

Tufts University is focusing its efforts during 1983 on two projects.

The major emphasis will be on completing the program and architectural

plans for construction of the new Health Sciences Education Building.

This building is tentatively scheduled to begin construction in March,

1983. The second project is the conversion of space formerly occupied

by the Boston School of Occupational Therapy into research facilities.

This is the first step of the irfiased plan to create much needed

additional research and animal facilities for Tufts and New England

Medical Center.

The next ten years will be challenging ones for academic medical

centers, as they face budget cuts and regulatory pressures. The

Facilities Master Plan presented here is one that we share a commitment

to implementing because we believe it is realistic, practical, and

feasible. Most importantly, it is consistent with and builds upon our

present missions and strengths.
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Appendix 1: Description of Existing Buildings

New England Medical Center

New England Medical Center occupies nearly 100% of the space in 12 buildings
which it owns and also rents space in 11 other buildings. Hospital-owned buildings

include: Pratt, Famsworth, Ziskind, Rehabilitation Institute, Center, Proger,

a portion of the Dental Sciences Building, Jackson, Classroom, Hemenway, Floating
Hospital, Boston Dispensary, and Biewend. These buildings were constructed in

1938, 1947, 1925, 1958, 1982, 1930, 1973, 1930, before 1900, 1915, 1883, and
1924 respectively. Most of the buildings are on the hospital's main site; all
others are within walking distance. A brief description of each of the buildings
owned by the hospital follows:

The Floating Building is of fire-proofed steel frame reinforced concrete

slab construction; built in 1982. It has 8 floors with no basement level. It

spans Washington Street and is irregularly shaped. It has four elevators and

is centrally heated and air conditioned. Steam is supplied as a utility pur-

chased from Boston Edison Co. It has 282,390 gross square feet. It has a

licensed capacity of 100 beds. The building is in compliance with institutional

health care standards, safety regulations and the Architectural Barriers Boards

requirements. No deficiencies exist.

The Pratt Building is of fire-proofed , steel frame reinforced concrete slab

construction built in 1938. It is 6 stories plus one basement level. It is a

rectanguler structure and is faced with red brick and limestone trim. It has

two elevators and is heated and air conditioned by unitary equipment. Steam is

supplied as a utility purchased from Boston Edison Company. It has 51,766 gross

square feet. It has a licensed capacity of 100 beds. The building is in com-

pliance with most institutional health care standards, safety regulations and

Architectural Barrier Board s requirements.

The Farnsworth Building is a fire-proofed, steel frame reinforced concrete
slab construction built in 1947. It is 6 stories plus one basement level. It
is an L-shaped structure and is faced with red brick and limestone trim. It has
three full height elevators, 2 1-story elevators and 2 full height inoperative
dumbwaiters. It is heated and air conditioned by unitary equipment with the ex-
ception of central air conditioning equipment serving the 0. R. suite and two
ICU suites. Steam is supplied as a utility purchased from Boston Edison Co. It
has 100,264 gross square feet. It has a licensed capacity of 135 beds which in-
cludes 21 intensive care beds and 10 clinical study unit beds. It also has a

7-room 0. R. suite (presently unoccupied). The building is in compliance with
most institutional health care standards, safety regulations and Architectural
Barrier Board's requirements.



The Ziskind Building is of reinforced concrete construction built in 1925.

It is 7 stories plus one basement level. It is a rectangular industrial-style
building and is faced with exposed concrete buff-colored brick. It has two

elevators. It is heated and air conditioned by a combination of unitary equip-
ment, local coverage, central equipment and specialized central equipment for

special occupancies. Steam is supplied as a utility purchased from Boston
Edison Co. It has 100,955 gross square feet. It has no beds. Its primary oc-

cupancy is research laboratories and related animal quarters. Other occupancies
include hospital administrative and medical department offices, several diag-
nostic X-ray room, anatomic pathology, and the clinical chemistry laboratory. The
building is in compliance with most of the institutional health care standards,
safety regulations and Architectural Barrier Board's requirements. There are no
deficiencies.

The Rehabilitation Institute Building is of fire-proofed, steel frame rein-

forced concrete slab construction built in 1958. It is 6 stories with no base-
ment. It is an L-shaped structure and is faced with red brick. It has two

elevators and is heated and airconditioned by unitary equipment. Steam is supplie
as a utility purchased from Boston Edison Company. It has 53,907 gross square
feet. It has a licensed capacity of 25 rehabilitation beds. Other principal
occupancies include the Emergency Department on the first floor. The building is

in compliance with most institutional health care standards, safety regulations
and Architectural Barrier Board's requirements.

The Proger Building is reinforced concrete construction built in 1973. It is
9 stories plus one basement level. It is a rectangular structure and is faced wii

pre-cast concrete panels. It has 6 elevators and is centrally heated and air con-

ditioned. Steam is supplied as a utility purchased from Boston Edison Co. It ha;

187,343 gross square feet. It has a licensed capacity of 44 beds including 10
intensive care beds. The building is in compliance with institutional health car«
standards, safety regulations and most Architectural Barrier Board's requirements.
No deficiencies exist.

The Dental Health Science Building is of fire-proofed steel frame reinforced
concrete slab construction, built in 1973 simultaneously with and as a contigous
strucLure of the Proger Building. It is 9 stories plus one basement level. it is

a rectangular structure and is faced with pre-case concrete panels. It has 3 el-
evators and is centrally heated and air conditioned. Steam is supplied as a util-
ity purchased from Boston Edison Co. It has 220,424 gross square feet.



It has a licensed capacitv of 48 beds. The building is a Tufts University owned
building in which New England Medical Center owns and occupies two half floors
as impatient nursing units. Both floors are contigous with identical inpatient
nursing units in the Proger Building. The building is in compliance with
institutional health care standards, safety regulations and most Architectural
Barrier Board's requirements. No deficiencies exist.

The Jackson Building is reinforced concrete construction built in 1930. It

is 4 stories plus one basement level. It is a rectangular structure and is faced
with red brick. It has one elevator and is heated and air conditioned by unitary
equipment. Steam is supplied as a utility purchased from Boston Edison Co. It

has 2A,504 gross square feet. It has no beds. The building is in compliance
with noet ini^titutional health care standards, safety regulations and Archi-
tectural Barrier Board's requirements.

The Classroom Building is of brick bearing wall and joist construction
built before 1900. It is 2 stories. It is a rectangular structure. It has no
elevators and is heated and air conditioned by unitary equipment. Heating and
hot water is supplied from a boiler in the building. It has 3,072 gross square
feet. It has no beds. The building complies with most safety regulations and
minimum Architectural Barrier Board's requirements. No documented citations.

The Hemenway Building is of fire-proofed, steel-frame reinforced concrete
slab construction built in 1915. It is 4 stories plus one basement level. It

is a rectangular structure and is faced with brown brick and stucco. It has no

elevators and is heated and air conditioned by unitary equipment. Heating and
hot water is supplied from a boiler in the building. It has 10,550 gross square
feet. It has no beds. It houses administrative offices. The building is in

compliance with most institutional health care standards, safety regulations and

few Architectural Barrier Board's requirements. No documented citations.

The Boston Dispensary Building is of cast-iron column, brick bearing wall,
wood beam and joist floors built in 1883 with 2 additions of fire-proofed steel-
frame' and reinforced concrete slab construction. Tlie original building is 4 stories

plus one basement level. Two additions are 3 stories plus one basement level. It

is a series of three attached rectangular shaped structures faced with red brick
and brownstome trim. It has one elevator and is heated and air conditioned by

unitary equipment serving an 0. R. suite and cystoscopy -suite. Steam is supplied
as a utility purchased from Boston Edison Co. It has 47,350 gross square feet.

It has no licensed beds. The building is in compliance with many institutional
health care standards, safety regulations and Architectural Barrier Board's re-

quirements. No documented citations.

The Biewend Building is of fire-proofed, steel-frame reinforced concrete

slab construction built in 1924. It is 14 stories plus one basement level. It

is structurally integral with an adjacent 4,000-seat theater at its lower three

floor. It is a U-shaped structure and is faced with ornamental cast concrete
stone and buff-colored brick. It has three elevators and is heated and air con

ditioned by unitary equipment and small central air conditioning equipment ser-

ving some half-floor occupancies. Steam is supplied as a utility purchased from



Boston Edison Co. It has 145,000 gross square feet. It has no beds. Hospital
department space includes outpatient clinics and related medical staff offices,
administrative functions and research. Part of the building is occupied by
commercial tenants or is vacant. The building is in compliance with many in-

stitutional health care standards, safety regulations and Architectural Rarrier
Board's requirements. No dociimented citations.

The Center Building is reinforced concrete construction built in 1930. It

is 5 stories plus one basement; level. It is a rectangular strutture with a 3-

story L and is faced with red brick. It has two elevators and is heated and
air conditioned by unitary equipment. Steam is supplied as a utility purchased
from Boston Edision Co. It has 49,331 gross square feet. It has a licensed
capacity of 10 beds. It contains some pediatric and adult out-patient areas
and medical office areas. The building is in compliance with most institutional
health care standards, safety regulations and Architectural Barrier Board's
requirements.



TUFTS UNIVERSITY
Boston Campus

The Tufts University Medical and Veterinary Schools are basically housed
in four (4) reconstructed buildings. These buildings were constructed
around the turn of the century and were occupied by various companies m
the garment industry.

The M & V Building was purchased in 1945, it is of fireproof reinforced
concrete construction and has a red brick veneer. The building was
originally five (5) stories and a full basement. At some time before o-jr

purchase three (3) additional floors were added. The building is fully
sprinkled and has two elevators. Heating and Process steam for researcn
IS purcnased from Boston Edisor. Conpany. Air conditioning is accompiisr.ed
cy a number of central systerrs and auxiliary window units. The builcir.:

-as 125,000 cross square feet.

The Stearns Building was purchased and re.'-.ovated in 1959; it is of fire-
proof, reinforced concrete construction. The building has eight ;8)

stories and a basement level for shipping/receiving, and mechanical ecuip-

-ent. Steam is purchased frcn Boston Edison Company for heat and researrn.

The building has one central air conditioning system, one passenger, zr.e

freight elevator.

The first three floors have been used for classroom space; the remainder

pri-arily researcn. The fourtn flcor houses research anL-nais and has a

snail pathological incinerator.

Each floor has 6000 gross square feet for a total of 54 , 000 gross square

feet.

The Arnold Building is of fireproof, reinforced concrete construction a.".d

fully sprinkled. The building has eight (3) stories and, a full basement.

There are two passenger elevators; steam for heat and research supplied

by Boston Edison Company. Air conditioning is provided by several central

systems and augmented by window units. The building has 54,000 gross

square feet, first floor is ccrjnercial space, second floor classrooms,

fourth administration, the remainder for research.
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The South Cove Building is also fireproof and of reinforced concrete
construction and fully sprinkled. It has eight (8) stories and a full
basement. Steam for heat and research supplied by Boston Edison Company.
Each floor has it's own central air conditioning system and is serviced
by one passenger/freight elevator.

The first floor is occupied by the Personnel and Accounting Departments.
The second floor is comprised of teaching laboratories and the remainder
of the building faculty research laboratories.

Each floor has 5,000 gross square feet with a total of 45,360 gross sqxiare

feet.

DJE/emf
cc: L. L. Meinerth
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COOPERT.TIOU AGREEMENT

Tins AGREEMENT, made and entered into this / /^ "^
day

otyT t/y and between the Doston Redcveionir.ent Authority

hfereinarter called the "Authority" , and the Tufts-Hev; England

Medical Center, an alliance pursuant to Chapter 40 of the Massa-

chusetts Acts of 1930, ac amended, of Mov; England Medical Center

Hospitals and Trustees of Tuf ts , College, tv;o charitable corpo-

rations organized under the lav;s of Massachusetts, said corpo-

rations acting jointly through said alliance and individually

bein":; hereinafter called the "Medical Center".

T?KEREAS, the Authority has undertaJcen surveys and planning in

connection with the South Cove Urban Renewal Project, No. Mass.

R-92;

T7HEREAS, an Urban Renewal Plan for the reconstruction and re-

habilitation of blighted and deteriorating areas in the South Cove

Urban Renewal Area, hereinafter called the "Project Area", has been

prepared and approved by the Authority pursuant to the 1949

Housing Act, as amended, and Chapter 121 of th.e General Laws, as

amended, and is attached hereto;

TniEREAS, the basic objective of urban renewal action in the

South Cove Urban Renewal Area is to eliminate severe conditions of

blight, deterioration, obsolcccenco , traffic congestion, and in-

conpatible land uses in order thereby to facilitate cound develop-

ment and orderly growth, and to achieve neic 1-borhood stability.

Specifically, tlic objectives are:



1. To promote and Gxpc--ito public and private development.

2. To cause the rehabilitation and redevelopment of the

South Cove as a stable neighborhood compatible in

i

function and dcsic-n v;ith the neighboring Central Bttsi-

ness District, the Dack Day, and the South End area.

3. To preserve and strengthen the residential character

of the area in such a way as to pro-ote and insure its
'

future.

4. To facilitate efficient use of land in the area for

housing, commercial and institutional use.

5. To strengthen and e::pand the real property tax base of

the city;

TOIEREAS, the Urban Renewal Plan provides for the acquisition

by the Authority of certain land referred to in Chapter IV of the

Plan and sho\>m on the Property Map, which is a part of the Urban

Renev/r.l Plan;
|

TOIEREAS, the Urban Renewal Plan provides for the disposition

of such land as shown on the Disposition Plan, which is a part of
i

the Urban Renewal Plan, for the uses and in accordance with the

land use and building requircnents contained in Chapter VI of the

Urban I^enuwal Plan; i

VJI-IEREAS, the Medical Center desircc to acquire certain pro-

perty located in the Project ;:rea for its proposed expanded facili

tics and intends to develop such property for such purpose in ac-

cordance with the Urban Renewal Plan;



eludes $2,141,252 in Scct.on 112 crccli-ts representing expenditures

mnde betv;een June, 1"^58 and Tunc, 1*^62 by the Medical Center for

the acquisition of land and the demoliti->n of building?;, which ex-

penditures have been certified to by the ^edical Center so a?^ to

make such expenditures available for Sect-'on 112 credits; and

VJHEREAS, it is desirable to implement the provision*:^ of the

Urban Renewal Plan in order to accompli'-h the objectives of the

Plan by specifying the actions to be undertaken by the Medical

Center and the Authority, respectively.

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto mutually agree as follown:

I. Acquisition

A. Upon final approval of the Urban Renewal Plan, the

Authority shall acquire the property referred to

in Sect' on 401 of Chapter tv of the Plan and shovm

on the Property Map as "Property to be Acouired" at

prices established in accordance with the xsrocedures

of the Authority and regulations of HHFA. and «^ubject

to concurrence by T*HFA.

B. The timing of the acquisition of any property con-

taining parking spaces presently designated for

Medical Center use insofar as po-^s-'ble will be co-

ordinated with the availability of other suitable

sites in the Project Area that can be temporarily

used for ^'cdical Center parking.



II. D.i .^po?ition I

A, Following acquiaition, the Authority shall dispose
;

of the parcels referred to in Chapter VI of the

Plan and shov/n on the Disposition Plan in accord-

ance with the regulations of HHFA governing prac-

tices for land disposition and pursuant to a land

disposition agreement in a form -imilar to the

ones currently employed by the Authority and in

conformity with regulations of HHFA and r-zhich is

approved by HHFA, at prices established in accord-

ance with the regulations of t-IHFA and subject to

HHFA concurrence.

B. The Authority shall sell and the Medical Center

shall acquire and develop those institutional re-

use parcels that are marked P-2 through P-11 in

accordance with the land use and building require-

ment'^ contained in Cliaptor VI of the Plan, pro-

vided that the properties in Tyler Street, Block

447, Parcels 5108 to 5111-1, inclusive. Disposition

Parcel "P-2A", will not be sold by the Authority

until such time as (i) new relocation housing has

been built on Disposition Parcel "R-2", (ii) the

Medical Center haz demonstrated to the satisfaction

of the Authority tliat it has sufficient need for

such properties, and, (iii) the Authority's staff



has reviewed and approved the Medical Center 'n

plan for a small park v;liich the Center v.-ill own,

develop and maintain betv/een Tyler Street and

Harrison Avenue accessible for public use and

providing for pedestrian movement bct^•/een the two

streets.

C. The Authority will make application to the Public

Improvements Commission for the clo-ing of the

following streets in conformity with the Plan and

will take such action, if any, as is required by

it to insure Medical Center ownership thereof;

Dore Street (partial), Dillaway Street, Hollis

Street (partial), Common Street (partial), Bennet

Street, A-h Street (partial), Nas'^au Street, May

Place (partial), Hollis Square (partial) and Dates

Place. This program of street closings v/ill

follow a timetable related to the schedule esta-

blished for adjacent parcels and the schedule

established for the construction of other street

improvements in the South Cove Project Area.

D. Tlie Medical Center hall maintain a right-of-way

between Tremont and !'sshington Street r alcrng the

property lino bctv/con property of tlio Don Do':co

Technical Iligli School and the Medical Center ado-

quote in viciLli to Lcrvicc itu [acilitics, and



provide podesi '.-ian acces- into all propcrticG adja]

cent tliGrcto, and preserve an ade'-^uete right-of-

way Cor the benefit of the Don Bosco Technical

High School allov/ing adequate vehicular acce-s by

such School to .\t5 propo^.cd buildings adjacent to

said property line. In addition, a minimum dis-

tance of 190 'cot shall be left betv;een the

southerly corner of the Music Hall and the new

property line to the south.

III. MBTA i

The Authority v/ill seek to acquire the right-of-way

of the MBTA as foon as the MBTA determines that

* this right-of-v;ay is no longer needed for the

Fore.t Hills line. If the Authority acquires this

right-of-v;ay, it shall then make available to tbe

Medical Center the property upon v/hich the right-

of-way (v.'hcther on, above, or below the surface)

lying north of Oak Street is presently located for

purposes that are consi-tcnt with the object wes of

the Urban Rcncv/ol Plan.

IV. Di£po3ition Time Schedule

Upon rcquG-t of the Autliority, the Medical Contsr

shall supply, and review from time to time, a ti_me

schedule "or when it will require Parcels P-2

-6-



D. The Authority v;5..ll support tho Hedrcal

Center in obtnin^'ng ponn^ .^sion from the

City':; Public Improvement Conm^'ssion to

build cicroos, subject to ..pprovnl of the

design of the bridge --tructurc by the

Authority, Washington Street or other

rights-of-way in accordance wrth an approved

Medical Center r:ite plan.

^^'' ^'^i-lbvn- nnd nusin TTnti

During the period ending January 1, 1980

and subject to the conditions hereinafter

set forth, the Medical Center ...hall lease

both the I^usic Ilall and Nilbur Theatre

properties to thcntre tenants as long as

each of such properties provides the

Medical Center with a return (net of taxes,

expenses, etc.) at least equal to that

received from such property in 1965.

Even if such theatre properties are providing

the Pedical Center with a return (net of

taxes, expenses, etc.) at least equal to

..-9-



that recGivGd from such theatre properties

in 19G5, the Med\cal Center may change the

use of either or botli of such properties,

provided (r) it guarantees to the City until

15C0 tax payments, or payments in lieu of

taxes, from the property ov;ned by it in the

block bounded by Stuart, Tremont and

Washington Streets and the Don Bosco School

(in addition to any payments relating to

commercial uses in the first floor or other

appropriate floors of nedical Center

buildings to be located along Stuart Street)

v;hich at least equal the amount of taxes

received from such theatre property in 1965,

find (ii) in the case of the Wilbur Theatre,

it provides a replacement in kind at or about

its present location.

X. Commercial Unes

A. The Medical Center nhnll make available suitable

conuncrcial uses in the first floor and rhall

endeavor to malce available suitable commercial

uses in other appropriate floors of Medical Center

-10-



>^

through P-ii. ,:.^ Authority shall . ^i^vy snail endeavor to
make such properties availablo ,•available m accordance wxth
the time schedule.

^* Design p^^t,^,,^..

'"'"'"' Plans .or .11 eo„to.pi.,,a „.., u3os eon-
=tru.toa or .pon.oroa ., «,o „.«e.l ce.tor ,or

"

'"''" '•=""" -^ =PP— 1 b, th. =ta« of t„.
Authority in accoraanco v.-i.h t.c Authority s ao-

-th tho „.3sin, and arran,c„,ont o. b.ilaings, pro-
Vision o. opon spaoc, pedestrian wal.ways. and the
exterior appearance x,f individual buildings.

VI« Housing

The Medical center hereby indicates its interest

opon-^or for new housing
within appropriate areas designated for such use
in the Plan. The Authority win „„,i,„ ^^^^
proposals as the Medical Center .ay set forth at
the time of their submission.

VII. .NewjiBTA_Route

"- "odical center shell grant to the ,,nTA. at no
cost, Gasouients if anv -,r-« ^any are required through ,>-
property fnv the lo.aLio.. of ., ,,,.,, ,,^,,^.-» ncv.' nni'A route, the

-7-



basic location of which is shovm on the attached

plan, together with such reasonable temporary

easements necessary for the construction of any

part of such route which is located on property of

the Medical Center.
i-

VIII, Public Tmv^rove^entq
j

A. The Authority shall make application to the Mayor

for the funds necessary to implement all public

improvements pursuant to the terms of a Coopera-

tion Agreement between the City of Boston and the

Authority, a copy of which is attached, such

public improvements shall include a street tree-

planting program for the entire South Cove Project

Area.

B. The Authority shall endeavor to cause such public

improvements to bo constructed in accord with a

time schedule consistent with the development time

schedule of the Medical Center.
|

C. The Authority is presently studying the alignment

of Stuart Street and will endeavor insofar as pos-

sible to avoid thereby narrowing the property adja-

cent to the Wilbur Theatre. The Authority wilL

also explore the possible use of arcades in order

to accommodato a widened right-of-way and

sufficient building footage in that location.



;r

buildings to be located along Stuart Street between

Tremont and T^T^r^hington Streets. The Medical Cente

shall, prior to the executing of -a land disposition agn

ment for such propert^e.s g^ve a-surances satisfactory

to the Authority of the t^^es of coiPmercial space to be

contained in such commercial properties and of the natu

of its arrangements with the City to provide the eauiva

lent of full taxes on such commercial space, such

arrangements to be acceptable to the City and the Authc

B. The Medical Center shall endeavor to provide -imilar

appropriate commercial npace in properties to be cons-

tructed by it along Tremont Street.

IN WITNESS T-THEREOF, The Boston Redevelopment Authority and the

Tufts-New England Medical Center have caused this agreement to be

duly executed as of the day and year first above written.

BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

Signed, sealed and delivered
in the presence of:ie/,- .y ('..... fi.

Edv.-ard J. tx^<^uc ^

Devclopmont Administrator

TUFTS-NEI7 ENGLAMD MEDICAL CENTER

^cr^. vc /f- vf By nJZa i/^ C^c.^>^'XxjLP T—~—I- I
' //
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^^^^V.,'. *;,"./- Vv' BOSTON BEDBVELOPItEuT AUTHORITY
. . J.

.'•;'.•-.- M'' i •^'

•;'r •;; :• r_v.":>^j5juFTS-KSvf ehgland iiedical center *
-]'.•' '^•. ^"^^^-

'.••;.^ iHis AGRES-IEIIT entered into as of this 20th day of Decerr.ber^

19685 "by and "beti/een the BOSTON REDHT/ixOPMEi^IT AUTHORITY, a public

tody politic and corporate, organized under Chapter 121 of the *•)(,.

JUassachusetts General 'Lay:s (Ter, Ed.), as anended, .hereinafter referre

,

to as the "Authority", and the' TUFTS -NR-; ENGLAND lEDICAL CEI-ITZR, an y.

alliance pursuant to Chapter ^ of the Massachusetts Acts of 1930,

as -^'^ended, of ITew England Iledical Center Hospitals and Trustees of

Tufts College, tv;o charitable corpora.tions organized under the laws

of Massachusetts, said corporations acting jointly through said

alliance and individually, hereinafter referred to as the "Medical •

Center", .. .
•.•

.
• ". .*'"':"

-J'' ••%> •
.;""' '

• / • '•
•

'

- •: •.•'..- :'.•' •••WITNESSETH THAT: '
" '• .^\-\ .

%' ' •--

. • J .
'

_^ . . • • • . _

.

;'•.. T'JIEREAS the Authority and the Medical Center entered into a

Cooperation Agreement dated January I7, 19ooj respecting, arr.ong other

things, the disposition of land in the South Cove Urban Renewal Area

and the property to be held by the Medical Center in tax paying status

in said area; ' •_ •".:... .'.'•' '
'
.'•.

V/HEREiS, the Medical Center has fujrth'er 'investigated the question

3f 3tiier to build r.arried students housing in the South Cove Urban

?^encual Area and desires to clarify its unrler standing of the tax

-.tatus of any 'such housing \;hich night be built; .".."'



-•.;• V/KZREAS, the Medical C-iL..:- i^.. jCvclhcr explored the arouiit o^

comaercia space to be built by it in the South" Cove -tTrban Reneual

'

Area, and_ desires to clarify its understandins *of the tax status
*

or. such coEiiercial spacej •
.

'• ;•'/ \-!:'-.''*--^'-'- ^-
*' i ••.*'•''*•** •

i;r:V ^:JK£REiS, the Medical Center and the' City ha v^'.discussed the* '
"'

*

^iture use to ^he inide of the Center' i-racilities by pVo'fes'siorJlsT'lr.d

,iach desires to clarify thet'erns of such future usV-"
*"

*
' ' .."•••••-'• '•

*

.

.•r-;.^ l/HERiL^S, the Medical Center desires to 'aid'' the'cityTn neetin^".

•he aedical^needs^ of some of those persons 'in the South' Cove Urban
'

:fi^f^3- ^-^\}^?^^^ ^s?.^s ffiightothervrise'go un-Tiet,
'"

•'
;'V'*''.-.*.

•••-•^ ^IIOW, THEKEPDREj the parties hereto nutually agree 'that there
""

ihan be added to the Cooperation Agreement a new*' subsection C 'of

[action X and three nevr sections numbered XI, XII and XIII,' as

(^.) .
C, The Medical Center agrees that at least

'"
" '

.'*;.""

;.;;•••. :. A6,000, to 50,0C0 -quare feet of floor. area in'" .*
'"

*. '

/

;,_;""' '"^^l^ings to be" cons trueted~by the Medical Center
""'

" '

_^.:::V ;:-•tn.ll be devoted to comznercial use^and" be subject to»''>"••-
.

' .-..• •
. _ • • ^

•V y •'.•'•;..
'^:J^

^^^ :rair a^ssessment by the City of Boston. ' ' '
'

-^._ Married Student s' Housing , "if -the Medical' Center
• ;•

.

constructs married students' housing in the South Cove

J
.• .

• ."Urban :Renev;al ^rea , then u_nless and u.ntil the .taxability

•

;
^of married students' housing shall have been determinGd

.-. -^y ^^e legislature or the courts'or a different for-ma " /
.

for its taxation shall have oqq^. established generally



• "by the City of Bon- 'in (.a v/hich event such detcrniination

J**;-..;-.'.!'.-:.**.
A. 'Fifty percent (50/j) of all such' carried students*

*V-^'*V-r'y: • "^iioiising shall he tax exeapti ' _• .• •'
l-*-'

•'•.•'--•.;
I.

*•.-•- ^-vl-

i*vV'>V:-'?^--*-"^^»
* Tiie reoaining fifty percent (50/j) of . such married

'h*il_£l_!_:_-lstudcnts* housing shall be-assessed as is other"" ""^
*

;-:-^r.iv. "-r V. •". V ' ;••.—
. • •

-•
.

• ?•• •'...*-.* '''.'.. '.''• 'a
•'

•, '•

•-''i-].'.''yJ^-.'Tes±'ien.t±a.l property in the City, '•'
•.- .•.'•;.•:*.-*.•••••'

f;"'V;-V>- ."*•••• •• • •••.'•.':< ':'y-'':. ' ^
•

"
;

•-*!.:.•/ "•'•V •;;•. '

•.lOCII, .. Prof essional Use . The I-Iedic>'l Center agrees that any

;*•*:•
'^r-'.*^^;- 'portions of the facility used by doctors or dentists \

:* :..!.':' ;•. .
^s' offices for private practice for their o\m.accoujit

•Iv-;' • •''., \-' (as distinguished from services rendered as full-time

= .•..•..'.-'*•• 5?lzri.cd staff nenbers) will be. subject to full and
^y^'J- ''.' • • • ' •

" '.
' ' •;•.'•' -''•'

, -7]
/.•....'••

• fair usucssnent by the City .of Boston, .. .."•.•:•

•.;.»•;
.

': -; • .. '-.:.':.'• :'..:'".. "..^'.'' -v •'"'•
.;•

XIII, ITeighborhood Medical Care . The Kedical Center agrees

.'^^V .:
' "to provide a medical service plan by vhich all stud^^nts

>»^^<. of the ne\r Quincy School as presently planned for

':.•._=.".*•'•
• appro:clcLately SOO students v/ill have available free

-———
-? ^physical-e:-^v^'inationSj screening and "first aid (at a cost'

:'.: .': .'. . to the I-Iedical ^Center not exceeding 560 , 000 a year),

; . S vrith referral of. those requiring fui'ther diagnosis or

' "."
.

• treatment to family physicisns or others .as the

'.
\

' .'.\ . circunstances uisy require; and further, that if oth^r



• .' •• •*-•' I

.
.•'^•^ : '/" ,

.' .treatment raciXitie;. are n.'. 'c a". .:." :.ble to •such-. '. *» •

''
;'..v'.* ::v- .' students and their families , trc-t.ient \7ill be provided

i:"'7.7'*~'.''"" by'the Iledical Center to the extent thafreinDurseraerit
^*.

'

•-

J'V.r^-^.*^ ':*•*' 9^^-^.® •P^°c^^®'^ from such sourcc-s as special grants, '." * ';

-

^.J/. r;;..;,:':*-'' -insiiraace, Medicare, Medicaid ar.i the like, and to the'

• r- ,-"".•.'•;: extent it is not so available th=! Ksdical Center \t±11

pt ;

:":?•••-;. -give them special consideration for care, free or at " *, •..

• • • ." reduced rates, consistent vith iti; obligations to others.

;• ;.;;.ii*-IN V/ITNESS V/HSREOFj the Authority and • Medical Center have

.executed this AtiX-ee'uent as of the date firz •= \/ritten,"
»a: . « *. ^

ATTEST; BOSTON R7 Si-JT AUTHORITY

.z, Adrainystrator .

ATTESTS.

''

r/zr-A^'^c^ /r- 6.^'^'^^^ '\. c^

TIIFTS-T:E.; -TJ./^ND IfSDICfiT. CEwTSR

By_









APPENDIX 3: Analysis of Research Space





EXISTING LAB SPACE AT NEMC
(n.u.s.f .)

Existing To BecCTTie Available

Ziskind ;

B
1

M
2
3

4
5
6
7

3,537



EXISTING USE OF SPACE AT TUFTS**

South Cove Building (Net Useable Square Feet)

lAB. EDUC. ADMIN. LIBE. COM. CLIN. SERV. TOTAL

B 2,968 -----
1 - - 2,986* - - -

2 - 3,175* - - - -

3 2,920 -----
4 3,088 -----
5 2,768 -----
6 3,006 -----
7 2,934 -----
8 3,263 -----

1,556



EXISTING USE OF SPACE AT TUETS**

M&V Building (Net Useable Square Feet)



EXISTING USE OF SPACE AT TOFTS**

Steams Building (Net Useable Square Feet)

MIN. LIBE. COM. CLIN. SER7. TOTAL



EXISTING USE OF SPACE AT TUFTS**

Arnold Building (Net Useable Square Feet)

lAB. EDUC. ADMIN. LIBE. COM. CLIN. SER7. TOTAL

- - - 760* -
1. - - - 4,456*** -

2. - 3,630 - - - -

3. 4,800 _ _ _ - _

4. - - 3,529* - - -

5. 4,175 -----
6. 3,455 -----
7. 4,150 -----
8. - 3,347* - - - -

5,244



POTENTIAL FOR NEW a}NSTHUCriON AT VARIOUS SITES

SITE GROSS ELZG NEJT NET RESEARCH RESEARCH
AREA AREA RETTTABLE USEABLE N-RE^7^ABLE N-USEABLl

EAR 8.0 71%

1. HSEB/RECTORY 26,031 208,248 148,719 126,411 49,401 41, 991

3

2. INFILL
FPU 8.37

7,9982 66,955 48,641 37,085 48,641 37,085

E!AR 8.0
3. POSNER 26,591 212,728 170,182 144,653 170,182 144,655

4. DENTAL
7 Floors 25%'' 68%

18,898. 140,000 119,000 95,200 119,000 95,200

FAR 8.0 80% 68%

5. PARKING DDT 42,972 343,776 275,020 233,768 275,020 233,768

4 Floors 80% 68%
6. ZISKIND 11,859 47,436 37,948 32,256 37,948 32,256

1.) 6-/12 Floors Lab - 1/2 Floor Medianical.
2.) City Maps give 7,214 SF.
3.) (148,719 - 99,318) =49,401.



NET TO GHDSS RATIOS IN EXISTING RESEARCH FACILITIES

M&V Building:



NET TO GPDSS RATIOS IN EXISTING RESEARCH FACILITIES

South Cove Building ;

B.
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

NUSF



Diagram of Assujned Net to Gross Ratios

Stairs, Elevators,
etc., 20%

Net Rentable
Assumed to be
80% of Gross

Net Usable Assumed
to be 85% of
Net Rentable, or
68% of Gross

Hypothetical Floor of 10,000
Gross Square Feet

Net rentable and net usable ratios have been established on the
basis of current experience in M+D, Stearns, Arnold and South
Cove Buildings.

The study by Payette Associates, Inc. of September 1980 found
that 1510 net usable square feet were required for each Prin-
cipal Investigator. This would provide work space for 9 people
plus a prorata share of controlled temperature rooms, storage,
glass washing, etc.
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APPENDIX 4

NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA

HANS H. RNNE INC Architects/Planners/Heaith Facinties Consultants

65 East India Row, Suite 15f

Boston, Massachusetts 02110



n Hans H. Finne, Inc. Architects / Planners / Health Facilities Consultants

Hans H. Finne, Inc., has been charged with the task of developing a

masterplan for the New England Medical Center Hospital. An integral
part of the masterplan process is the evaluation of the existing,
physical aspects of seventeen buildings currently occupied (totally

or partially) by the New England Medical Center Hospital. This

evaluation was executed by HFI with the full cooperation of the

architectural, engineering, and physical plant staffs of NEMCH.

The intent of this evaluation was to objectively record the visual
condition of each building, record the current quality of the

mechanical, structural, and life safety systems of each building,

and rate each building based upon specific criteria established

by HFI and NEMCH. This rating was initially done independently by

HFI and NEMCH. These independent ratings were then discussed by

all the evaluation participants with the final rating shown in this

document.

It should be fully understood that this evaluation addresses only

the existing, physical aspects of the buildings and is not intended

to make any judgement as to the functional advantages or disadvantages

of each building as it is currently being occupied. Furthermore,

each building would have to be investigated in more specific detail -

mechanically, structurally, functionally, and compliance with
applicable codes - if a major renovation project was to be

contemplated for any of the seventeen buildings.

65 East India Row Suite 15F Boston. Massachusetts 02110 tel. (hi 7) 742-1700



NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA
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NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA

^tSMC ftUtLT R^4'
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NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA
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NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

Afce "mere A»4^ ePBciAix cc>w9ic?ei^Arn<^M^ 90sh a9» 3^it stwi^
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cyMT^ l\-14--&o
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NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA

^IgUlf^M^ tSi^lUPIU^MAMS <7P &UIWP|Wfir.

GROSS PHYSICAL BUILDING EVALUATION



NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA
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NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA
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NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL

BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA
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BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA
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BUILDING EVALUATION CRITERIA
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NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
PRATT/FAENSWORTH BUILDINGS

NURSING UNITS RENOVATION STUDY

This study deals with the Adult Nursing Units located in the
Pratt/Famsworth Buildings. At the completion of the new IB
Building, the pediatric nursing units will move from their
existing locations into the new building. Adult nursing units,
now located in various buildings and functioning despite dlfficencies,
also require a solution for improvement.

The feasibility of renovating the existing adult nursing units to
meet NEMCH criteria is analyzed through the following points:

1. Physical evaluation.
2. Functional evaluation.
3. Development of a space program and space

analysis for a typical nursing unit.
A. Testing of nursing unit design solutions within

the constraints of the existing buildings.
5. Analysis of study layouts.

1. Physical Evaluation

In order to determine the strengths and weaknesses of the physical
plant, HFI and the NEMCH architectural, engineering, and physical
plant personnel made a thorough physical evaluation of the Pratt/
Famsworth Buildings (Exhibit A) . These buildings have been rated
above average. However, major renovation for nursing units will
require total replacement of major mechanical systems,

2. Functional Evaluation

For a t3rpical existing nursing unit floor (Exhibit B) , the following

major problems exist (Exhibit C)

:

A. Many patient bedrooms have no toilets directly accessable from

the bedrooms.
B. The clean and soiled utility functions are carried out in the

same room. Limited work is now being done to improve this

situation to the extent possible without major renovation,

C. The size of the patient bedrooms do not meet current standards.

Modern standards for patient bedrooms are 200 square feet for

a semi-private and 120 square feet for a private room,

excluding wardrobes, toilets and vestibules. Existing space

listings Include the wardrobes, vestibules, and toilets.



NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
PRATT/FAENSWORTH BUILDINGS

NURSING UNITS RENOVATION STUDY

D. The core facilities supporting the nursing units are
grossly undersized and hamper their functional operation.

E. The distances from the nursing stations to the farthest
patient bedrooms are excessive in many nursing units.
Normal standards for an average level of nursing care
are 80' -0" to 90 '-0". Since NEMCH is dealing with a
higher level of nursing care, a distance of 50 '-0" to
60 '-0" is desireable.

F. Due to the placement and configuration of the buildings,
conflicting visitor, staff, and support traffic occurs
in the nursing units. This is unacceptable for critical
nursing care.

3. Development of a Space Program and Space Analysis for a
Typical Nursing Unit .

With the input of NEMCH nursing administration, space programs
were established as guides for renovation schemes (Exhibit D)

.

The space programs developed were for a typical 27 bed nursing
unit and a t3rpical 8 bed special care unit. These space programs
were the input for a space analysis between existing 25-27 bed
nursing units' net square footage and NEMCH recommended 27 bed r,'

net square footage (Exhibit E) . Core spaces were also examined.
A size comparison between recommended core facilities and
existing core facilities clearly Indicates that the existing
core facilities are inadequate.

4. Testing of Nursing Unit Design Solutions within the
Constraints of the Existing Buildings .

With the previous established planning criteria and the
development of the space programs for the nursing units, two

design solutions were prepared. Exhibit F, shows a study of the
renovation of the 6th floor Famsworth Building. The layout
developed meets the space program requirement for cqre facilities
and all the patient bedrooms have direct access to toilet facili-
ties. However, there is an excessive distance from the nursing

station to the farthest patient bedroom of approximately 130 '-0".

Exhibit G, shows a study which implements all the design criteria

as illustrated in Exhibit D. This study shows that locating the nurses

station within a range of 50 '-0" - 60 '-0" of the patient bedrooms results

in extremely small and unacceptable nursing units, with only 16 beds.



NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
PRATT/FARNSWORTH BUILDINGS

NURSING UNITS RENOVATION STUDY

5. Analysis of the Study Layouts .

The study layouts do not meet all the developed criteria for the
adult nursing units. A 130' -0" travel distance to patient rooms
would compromise the level of nursing care. An acceptable travel
distance creates an undersized unit which would be uneconomical
to operate. Existing conditions create conflicting traffic
patterns which cannot be eliminated. Because the layouts indicate
no solution available within the confines of the existing buildings,

the physical aspects of renovating have not been fully explored.
Should a compromise solution be accepted, the following items
should be considered:

1. Capital cost involved.
2. Result of final product.
3. Keeping the building in operation

during construction time.

4. Contractor accessability to the

buildings

.

5. Length of construction time
(escalation cost)

.

If total renovation is not justified, could a less dynamic and

costly solution improve the nursing units? Renovating existing

bedrooms into core facilities would result in a reduction in size

of the nursing units. Lost beds could be replaced with additional

nursing units constructed on the second floor of the Pratt/Famsworth

Buildings after radiology is relocated into the IB Building.

However, the renovation of this floor would be very costly and to

add toilets for patient bedrooms would require work on other floors

as well. If we carefully evaluate the modest improvements gained

on the nursing floors, we may conclude that it is not worth the

effort, disturbance of operation, and money to do so.

The Pratt/Famsworth Buildings are not suitable for renovation

for Improved adult nursing units meeting NEMCH criteria. It is

recommended that a program of routine maintenance and redecoration

be continued.
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EXHIBIT D

SPACE PROGRAMS

27 BED NURSING UNIT

8 BED SPECIAL CARE UNIT

EXHIBIT E

SPACE ANALYSIS

PRATT/FARNSWORTH BUILDINGS



NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
SPACE PROGRAM DECEMBER 1980

Typical 27 Bed Nursing Unit



NEW ENGLAND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
SPACE PROGRAM DECEMBER 1980

Typical 8 Bed Special Care Unit Net Sq.Ft.

8 Cubicles (12 x 14) with shared
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EXHIBIT F

RENOVATION STUDY

EXHIBIT G
ALTERNATIVE RENOVATION STUDY

PRATT/FARNSWORTH BUILDINGS
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APPENDIX 6

Summary of Accreditation Review Comments

ACCREDITATION ON MEDICAL EDUCATION 195^. 1963. 1971. 1977. 1980

I95A: The availability of Medical Library material in the Boston area makes the
relatively restricted size, resources and financing of this library less

serious than it might be if less favorably situated. It is, nevertheless,
a surprisingly restricted library in view of its central servicing of both
Medical and Dental Schools. It will undoubtedly need increased space as

the building facilities are eventually readjusted through relocation of the

dental clinics.

1963: The library includes a restricted, overcrowded reading room with a stated
seating capacity of 106. The space for the library is most inadequate,
particularly since it not only serves the Medical and Dental Schools, but

also the entire Medical Center.

1971 : The lack of sufficient seminar rooms and an auditorium in which at least

two classes or, better, the entire student body and faculty could be

convened are severe limitations. Ultimately, a new building will be

required to house a large auditorium, lecture halls, seminar rooms, and

perhaps the library.

1977: Library resources are inadequate to support the teaching and research

programs of the School of Medicine... The space allocated for teaching

laboratories, research laboratories, faculty offices, classrooms, lecture

halls and student lounges is not adequate for the programs now underway

at the Medical School. The lecture halls in the School are quite

inadequate. The number of seats in these halls approximately equal the

size of the entering Medical School class... There is insufficient study

space on the premises for students.

I98O: The lecture hall facilities of the school defy description -- one must

see, or worse yet, sit through a two hour lecture in them to gain appre-

ciation of the effect they must have on even the most enthusiastic

student's learning Construction of new (or total renovation of existing)

lecture halls should be top priority.

The teams are concerned with what appeared to be a woefully inadequate

library, both in facilities and collections the construction of a

modern library building to serve the entire New England Medical Center

constituency has been given top priority in the long-range development

plan of the University. It is the opinion of the survey team that the

new library would contribute greatly to the academic success of the

Tufts University School of Medicine.



Appendix 6

Page Two

I98O: There is no one space large enough for conferences. The largest auditoriur

seats 160, a number smaller than the number of students in one class and

the faculty and residents who would wish to take part... recreational and

study space in the existing plant are wholly inadequate.

ACCREDITATION ON VETERINARY MEDICINE. I98I

1981 : There is a need for additional holdings pertaining to Veterinary Medicine,

and for additional seating space in the Health Services Library. Because

of the large number of graduate students and faculty requiring library

services, improvement in this area is urgent— Faculty office and labora-

tory space, particularly in Boston, are inadequate.
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Appendix 8

Animal Facility Review

The current Division of Laboratory Animal Medicine utilizes
approximately 11,500 gross square feet of decentralized space to
support the biological teaching and research efforts of nearly 120
instructors and principal investigators. This space is distributed
essentially equally among buildings which are the property of T-NEMC,
Inc. and those which are the property of Tufts University.

The animal facilities can be classified as decentralized, conven-
tional animal space. A small portion of the 26 animal rooms could
function as barrier rooms, but due to the current census, this practice
cannot be followed. As a result, the labor requirements to maintain the
facilities is increased. Currently, more than 13,000 animals are housed
in these facilities. The distribution of animal species is described
in Table 1 (attached).

In addition to the individuals described previously, there are a

small number of investigators and instructors who maintain programs at
other institutions because of constraints on certain types of animal space

at the Center. Most notable among these individuals are researchers who
have large programs at the New England Regional Primate Center and members

of the Department of Surgery who maintain large animal research programs
at Boston University, St. Elizabeth's Hospital, etc^ The amount of

animal space currently being utilized at other institutions can

conservatively be estimated at 1,500 gross square feet.

Concerning the numbers of students receiving instruction supported

by the animal facilities, the first three years of the Basic Sciences

Curriculum for both Veterinary School and Medical School are supported

by these facilities. Instructional programs in surgery, microbiology,

physiology and laboratory animal medicine can be performed as a result

of this resource. Additionally, approximately 100 animal care and

research technicians are trained annually in the facilities. This

technical support staff represents the means by which the research, and

to a minor extent, the professional student instruction programs are

maintained.

Lastly, the administrative base for the program centers in approx-

imately 1,000 gross square feet of space not directly associated with

any of the animal facilities. This amount of space represents a

stable base of support which can easily accommodate a two- or three-fold

expansion of the animal space.



TABLE ONE

DISTRIBUTION OF ANIMAL SPECIES

(July 1982)

Species Census

Rabbits

Mice

Rats

Guinea Pigs

Hamsters

Pigeons

Dogs

Baboons

Rhesus Monkeys

Squirrel Monkeys

Pigs

187

11,886

907

74

6

15

10

8

15

3

4

TOTAL NUMBER OF ANIMALS 13,115



The deficiencies in the quality or quantity of space which can
currently be associated with the animal facilities program include,
but are not limited to the following:

t Insufficient amount of certain types of animal space to support
currently funded research. Large laboratory animal programs
(e.g., primates, minipigs and dogs) must be performed at other
institutions.

t No barrier facilities are currently available to isolate
Geographic Medicine and Infectious Diseases research programs.
This research is being conducted in conventional animal space
using labor-intensive procedures to compensate for facilities
deficiencies.

• The survival surgery facilities available for experimental
surgery and student training programs are inadequate. These
programs are performed in a large open facility with no barriers
to ambient atmosphere contamination.

• There are an insufficient number of animal rooms to permit
relocation of animal colonies and decontamination, or simply
isolation of individual animals or colonies.

• The HVAC systems in all animal facilities are inadequate in

terms of temperature and humidity controls. Also, a large
number of the animal rooms have obsolete ventilation systems
which permit a ventilatory "short-circuit".

• Primates are housed on a research floor which has direct access
to a patient floor of an adjacent hospital. The potential

zoonotic and public health hazard posed by this situation is

highly undesirable.

There are other deficiencies of lesser importance, but collectively

they indicate that the program can only marginally comply with NIH

standards. This statement has been periodically reinforced by Federal

and Commonwealth inspection agencies which have cited these deficiencies.

DLAM has always managed to correct a few specific deficiencies on the

short-term, but the ability to maintain the program in general compliance

has not existed since 1979.
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